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Give your friends and relatives a tour 
of your favorite place. 

This Christmas, give A 
CAROLINA PROFILE 
and show your feelings for 
friends and relatives with a 
first-class tour of the place 
you call home. 

A CAROLINA PROFILE is a 
book on the places of South Caro
lina. An 8½"xll" hard-bound 
volume, it features 160 high-quality 
pages of unbeatable color and excite
ment. It is a collection of the best 
articles, photographs and paintings 
from SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE magazine. 

Your friends will travel to the 
mountains with photographer Eliot 
Porter and writer Carol Speight; to 
the sea islands with our own photog
raphers Ted Borg and Art Carter; 
and through the lush greens of 
Francis Marion National Forest. Your 
friends will see the solemn beauty of 
The Lonely Towers in paintings and 
text about the state's lighthouses. 

They'll see Daufuskie Island as 
painted by Robert Mills and meet 
the sculptors of Brookgreen Gardens. 
They'll see the natural beauty of 
Capers Island and journey up the 
magnificent Chattooga gorge. And 
they'll see the South Carolina that 
you know and love. 

A CAROLINA PROFILE. A 
book. An experience. A great gift! 

Use the order form on the page 
opposite the inside back cover or 
send $15 to: 

A CAROLINA PROFILE 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, S.C. 29202 
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by Pete Laurie 
Forces of Earth and the moon combine in delicate balance to pull the seas from land 
and send them back again. 

9 That's How Good Dogs Are Made 
by Pat Robertson 
Two of South Carolina's top trainers offer simple solutions toward producing the 
perfect retriever. 

15 The Comforts of Wood 
by Bob Campbell 
As energy costs skyrocket, more South Carolinians are rediscovering the values of 
wood for the fireplace or stove. 

20 Lynn Bogue Hunt ... He Captured the American Sporting Scene 
by Pete Laurie 
Few other illustrators so successfully captured the grace of black ducks cupping into 
the marsh or the fragile colors of sailfish dancing on salt spray. 

28 The Silent Guide 
by John Davis 
Topographic maps can be as good as a professional guide on a field trip, 
taking you in and leading you out again without ever saying a word. 

32 Manners Count More Than Doves 
by Mike Creel 
Your companions at a dove shoot will enjoy your presence more and invite you back 
sooner if you follow these rules of field etiquette. 

38 Recipes With That Charleston Flavor 
by Ben McC. Moise 
Offshore waters and tidal creeks provide fresh, abundant fare for the tables of 
Charleston, where food is the centerpiece of the social gathering. 

49 Down with Fall Plowing -Up with Small Game 
by Billy Mc Teer 
Fall plo..ying and other clean farming practices have dimini~hed small game 
populations and wasted fuel and topsoil. A new policy offers ways to save these 
resources and the farmer 's time. 

54 Readers' Forum 
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57 Outdoor Classic- The Play House 
by Nash Buckingham 
Buckingham portrays the Old South's sense of honor, dignity and pride while subtly 
leading us to an ending which shows the futile waste and betrayal of war. 

65 Roundtable 
The Covers 
Charleston Blue Crab at Shem Creek by Art Carter 
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Ruffed Grouse and Woodcock from Game Birds of America portfolio, courtesy ofThe 
Crossroads of Sport Inc. by Lynn Bogue Hunt 



People tend to measure success with their 
children by how wealthy they will leave them 
or the fine things they have given them. Who 
counts among his legacies the times they shared 
the tang of woodsmoke, hauled a crawdad 
seine, let them pull a paddle or a trigger? 
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illustrations by Joseph Byrne 

~ ~--, 
-i::..ddie has.t ne eye of an eagle. It was 
Eddie who, at the age;,b f three, 
announced he was going to..~ !ch a baby 
bi rd and proceeded to do justtA@t, 
showing my wife Marty and me a'tii;iy 
robin, hel9 tenderly in two grubby little 
hands;, 

.It is Eddie who glimpses wild things 
crouching in the shadows, things that 
his brothers and sisters and his mother 
cannot see, even when he impatiently 
points them out. 

It is Eddie who sits before a leaf or a 
thriving anthill for hours, studying the 
intricacies of it. 

It is Eddie who swims like Mark Spitz, 
yet is so put off by competition that he 
wanted off the city swimming team 
quickly and badly after his first meet-in 
which he won a ribbon. It is Eddie who 
signed up for summer baseball with 
wonderful anticipation, then found his 
sweet joy soured when the coach got on 
him for being absent-minded and 
getting picked off base. 

It is Eddie whose mind is among the 
stars when his textbook is on the desk. 

It is Eddie whose ambition is to be a 
jungle boy .. . . 

He is a rare child who needs both 
understanding and patience, qualities 
he doesn't see nearly enough. A bright 
child , an indifferent student who cannot 
understand the value of reading about a 
tree when you can climb one and find 
out all you need to know about a tree. 
His world can 't be captured on the 
printed page. Why study when there are 
so many important trails to be 
challenged, so many bikes to ride, so 
many box turtles to collect, so many 
dogs to be hugged. 

The grade cards come and it is a time 
when the ominous gnashing of parental 
teeth is heard clearly for blocks. 

But then I think about the things Eddie 
can do that his teachers can 't . Sure, they 
can read far more fluently and can find a 
book that will explain the natural history 
of the common black rat snake and will 
understand the words . . . but will they 
pick up a black rat snake and wrap it 
around their necks? Will they talk to it? 
Ask it questions? And understand the 
answers? 

Certainly, they can ask involved 
questions like "How much is four times 
1?" (And if you' ll give me time to get 
my shoes and socks off, I'll prove 
mathematical insufficiency doesn't run 
in the family. ) 

But can they ask , "How many cans of 
dog food does one dead horse make?" 

Marty and I know how brutally 
hardheaded reality can slap and kick 
around the ones whose heads are filled 
with pleasant melodies and sweet 
innocence. Reality is no respecter of 
poets and dreamers. 

Eddie has a product that, if he could 
package it, would replace most of the 
plastic pleasure we buy. It is simple fun. 
So far, anyway, you can't package the 
pleasure of going barefoot in summer or 
getting wet and muddy when it rains. 
But that's hard to explain to a boy who'd 
rather love a cat than pass a test. 

In the woods, Eddie is a caged animal 
released. Blond hair flying, he races 
through the trees, a golden breeze, a 
surge of life. At other times, he is 
absorbed by the mysteries of moving 
water or the mechanics of bug 
locomotion. Give Eddie a campfire and 
he reads entire worlds into the swirling 
sparks. 

Do you want something from the 
woods? Ask Eddie, for it is his sharp eye 
that will pick out the veiled form of a 
morel mushroom coyly hiding under a 
dead leaf or find the source of brilliant 
birdsong high in a tree. 

We've traveled a long road, this blond 
kid and I, and I pray we've a long road to 
go. Each of his brothers and sisters has a 
special talent. J. 8., a year older than 
Eddie, is the family kayak champ. Andy 
and Amy have wakened with Marty and 
me in the chill dawn of a gravel bar 
camp, listened to the monotonous 
rustle of a shallow riffle, the distant, lost 
call of an early morning crow. 

Carrie has hiked the high country, set 
her canoe on singing waters, shouldered 
a pack and hefted a paddle . 

They're all in tune with the outdoors, 
this fine family of ours. They all take 
pleasure in what they find there, 
whether it's sunshine or sudden rain. 

But none has the talent to pluck from 

e outdoors what is there to enjoy in 
the'R;Jeasure that Eddie has. 

Peopl'e-teAd to measure success with 
their children by how well off they can 
leave them or how fine an education 
they can buy or how nice a car or stereo 
they can provide. 

But who counts among his legacies to 
his children the times he tasted with 
them the tang of woodsmoke, had them 
haul one end of a crawdad seine, let 
them pull a paddle or a trigger? 

Give me Eddie, freckles on his 
sunburned nose, fun sparkling like 
sunbeams in his clear blue eyes, a skink 
skittering up his neck. Maybe there are 
no job openings for beachcombers or 
jungle boys. 

That's a pity, for we have the ideal 
candidate. 

He' ll be the one blowing on dande
lion heads to see the seeds swirl .. .. 

Bicisphere 
3 
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The characteristic rise and fall of the ocean tide 
controls the rhythms of all life along our coast. Forces . 
of Earth and the moon combine in delicate balance to 
pull the seas from the land and send them back again. 
But other forces are also at work to determine the final 
tide depth at any certain place and time. 

Moon and Earth pull at each other with forces that are equal. If they 
did ·not, the moon would either fly into space or be pulled into Earth. 

These mutual forces, however, are in balance only at the exact centers-
of the two bodies. At Earth's surface, the moon's pull is not quite bal
anced. The result would go all but unnoticed were Earth entirely solid. 
Such is not the case: nearly three-fourths of its surface is covered with a 
freely flowing liquid, seawater. 

Seawater tends to build up on the side of Earth closest to the moon 
where the unbalanced pull is greatest. Meanwhile, on the other side of 
Earth, the side away from the moon, water also accumulates because the 
moon's reduced attraction there is overbalanced by the centrifugal force 
of spinning Earth. 

As the moon circles Earth on its daily voyage, these two high-water 
points, and the subsequent low-water points between them, are pulled 
westward. Since the moon circles relentlessly Earth every 24 hours and 
50 minutes, the time between consecutive high tides at any point on 
Earth 's surface is 12 hours and 25 minutes. A low tide follows each high 
t ide in 6 hours and 12.5 minutes. If only the moon was involved, and if . :: , .• 
Earth was entirely covered with water at a depth of many miles, tides· _#, 
would be very uniform and predictable. But it's not that simple. · . 

First, there is the complication created by the sun. Although the s,,m is 
m_uch larger than the moon, it also is much farther away and its effect on 
the tide is less than half that of the moon. Earth spins on its axis on a 
24-hour schedule in relation to the sun. Therefore, the high- and low-tide 
cycle created by the sun is on a 12-hour period, slightly out of phase with 
the moon 's tidal cycle . 

The two cycles match up about every 14 to 15 days and the resultant 
tides, called spring tides, have a greater than normal range. In between, 
when the moon and the sun are at right angles to Earth 1 they work 
against each other, and smaller, neap tides result. Over a period of years, 
the sun, moon and Earth occasionally line up in such a way that ex
ceptionally high tides are generated. 

Since the position and movements of these three bodies are precisely 
known

1 
the tide-generating forces can be accurately determined. But 
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perhaps the major factors inflnencing 
the tidal movements. Every 14 to 15 
hours, the sun and moon are at right 
angles to Earth. Then each partially 
cancels the effect of the other. Small 
neap tides.result at this time. When the 
sun~nd line up in approximately 
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_while these forces generate the tides, other forces tend to retard and 
modify tidal movements. Earth's scattered land masses of varied size and 
shape, combined with the varying depths of coastal waters, greatly com
plicate the movement of the tides. 

For example, the friction of water moving across the ground bottom 
delays the tide's rise and fall so that high tide at any point on Earth's 
surface lags the passage of the mo~m over that point, sometimes by 

. ,many hours. 
One side effect of this friction is a subsequent slowing of Earth's rota

tion at the rate of two to three seconds per million years. At the begin
ning of its long history, the Earth may once have had days of less than 22 
hours. As Earth's rotation slows, the moon moves farther away in its 
orbit, an estimated third of an inch each day. 

Also subtly affecting the time and height of the tides is the Coriolis 
effect, which, as a result of the Earth's spin, pushes all moving objects to 
the right of their compass direction in the Northern Hemisphere and to 
the left in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Tide-predicting machines take in~o account hundreds of components, 
the combination of which produces a tide curve for any given point. 
OFl~is curve has been developed, tides can be predicted for years. 
Tidal e~es var:y greatly around the world as the infinite variety of land 
shape~jnteract with the varying tide-producing forces. Some areas have 

P:, Ii'~ but,,eiie high and low tide per day instead of the typical two. Tide ranges 
vary from more than 50 feet to almost zero. 

Tide tables, a list of the times and heights of low and high water, are 
published in many places, including most coastal newspapers. Tide ta
bles are based upon the actual observations of tidal gauging stations that 
record the rise and fall of the tide for a period of time. The accumulated 
information can then be used to produce a tidal curve for that spot. 
South Carolina generally has a very uniform tidal curve, but in other 
places the topography modifies the typical tidal curve. 

On steep coasts like Maine or Oregon, a few inches or feet in tidal 
range means little, but on the flat South Carolina coast, a vertidl foot of 
tidal rise covers many additional acres with water. South Carolina's tidal 
range of about six feet is greater than much of the East Coast so that the 
horizontal movement of the tide is also much greater. 

Since the state claims jurisdiction over virtually all lands below mean 
high tide, and since the height of buildings above mean high water 
determines financing and flood insurance, the exact position of the aver
age tide amounts to millions of dollars in real estate. To determine high 
tide as accurately as possible, each tidal gauging station is permanently 
marked with a stainless steel rod driven to bedrock. 

The locations and exact height above mean high water of these bench 
marks is made available to surveyors and other interested parties. Coas
tal property owners can trace the level of their land back to the nearest 
bench mark to determine exact elevations. One bench mark established 
at Cape Island, the most seaward point on the South Carolina coast, is 
used to determine the 200-mile fishing zone. 

A large-scale tidal-gauging project has been underway in South 
Carolina since 1973. Funded by the state and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, the project is the first update of the state's 
tidal information in 40 years. South Carolina is one of the first states on 
the East Coast to recalculate its tides. Years ago, only a few tidal stations 
were operated, but now, with computers to speed the analysis of the 
data, many more stations can be used to determine tidal cycles more 
accurately. The current project, which will not be completed for several 
years, will ultimately place tidal gauges at some 400 locations. These 
gauges are of three types . 

Primary tidal gauges are kept in place for 19 years; it takes 19 years for 
the sun and the moon, which are constantly changing distances and 
angles to Earth, to complete a full cycle. At points between primary 
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The Coriolis effect is a subtle but important force 
affecting the time and height of the tides. As Earth 
spins, all moving objects on its surface are pushed 
toward the right of their compass direction in the 
Northern hemisphere. Objects in the Southern 
Hemisphere are pushed to the left. 

wat<lr surfaccz 

intakiz coupling 

0 
q?<2flir1£J in supporting pipe 

S12a bottom 

Tidal stations for recording the heights of the tides 
require a tube-like "stilling well" to neutralize the 
effects of waves. A simple measuring stick is used 
in tidal stations that must be periodically 
checked to record the height of the tide at a 
given time. More sophisticated tidal stations use 
a float attached to an automatically operated 
device which records the float's position every 
six minutes. 

8 

gauging stations, secondary stations left in place for 12 to 18 months can 
provide enough information to develop a tidal curve for that spot. Ter
tiary stations, established close to primary or secondary stations, must 
operate less than three months. Once a tidal curve is determined, it 
would be accurate for centuries were it not for changes in coastal topog
raphy. Shoaling, erosion, a rise in sea level or a lowering of coastal land 
all serve to modify tidal curves. 

To the fisherman or boater, local weather conditions often mean as 
much or more than the published tide information. An inshore wind at 
the time of high tide will greatly increase the height of the tide. An 
offshore wind at high tide will produce a much reduced tide. The height 
of the tide as modified by wind and barometric pressure is important in 
many coastal activities such as marsh hen hunting and inshore saltwater 
fishing. Marsh channels navigable to small boats at high tide may be 
completely dry a few hours later. Fishermen and water skiers should 
check tide tables, weather conditions and navigational charts before 
setting out. 

Tidal movements greatly complicate saltwater fishing. Freshwater 
fishermen coordinate their activities with the time of day. A bait or fishing 
technique that caught fish early in the morning may not work at all by 
noon. Saltwater anglers usually fish by the tide rather than the time of 
day. Many fishermen find that fishing at either turn of the tide produces 
better catches than during mid-tide. Saltwater creatures can be so at
tuned to the rise and fall of the tide that they continue to coordinate their 
activities with the tidal cycle even when removed from its direct influ
ence. 

When storms hit the coast, the stage of the tide is critical. A heavy rain 
at low tide might create no problems, but the same storm at high tide 
can flood city streets and private property. Hurricanes, which usually 
move quickly across the coast, have the potential to do much more 
damage at high tide than at low tide. 

Figuring the tide at points other than those published in the daily 
newspapers presents another problem. The distance inland and the 
depth of the water modify the rise and fall of the tide. Tidal rivers, often 
influenced many miles inland by the tide, usually flood more slowly than 
they ebb since the tidal ebb is reinforced by the natural flow of the 
stream. A float trip on a tidal river takes considerable planning since 
coastal rivers usually flow one way at ebb tide and the other way at flood 
tide. Tidal currents usually run most rapidly at mid tide and change more 
slowly near high and low water. Personal observation is often the only 
sure way to determine the times of high and low tide at a favorite fishing 
spot or boat ramp. 

Although energy from the tides once was used to turn rice mills, the 
slowness of the tide change and the generally small difference in water 
level from high tide to low tide .make it difficult to utilize the considerable 
energy available. 

Tides are complicated. The rotation of the moon around the earth is 
the primary driving force of the tide, but hundreds of other factors, some 
of which change daily or even hourly, modify the tidal cycle. Property 
owners are most concerned with the horizontal movement of the tide, 
which is of great importance on a low coast like South Carolina. Marsh 
hen hunters, duck hunters, fishermen and boaters all need to know both 
the height of the tide and the time of tidal changes. The tidal pulse 
becomes the very life of the coast, often of greater importance than the 
daily cycle of darkness and light. 

A complete list of tides at 70 main ports and the tidal differences at 
3,000 stations in between can be obtained by sending $5 to : 

Tide Tables, East Coast of North and South America, National Ocean 
Survey, Rockville, Maryland, 20852. 

This book is sold locally by authorized agents along the coast. These 
agents include many of the major marinas and marine supply stores. 



Most of us can only envy the sight of a 
finely trained retrieving dog working 
the field or marsh. With the nght begin
nings, however, any sportsman can own 
a topnotch retriever. How do you pick a 
gooo J'up? When should training be 
starte and what methods should be 
used? Should professional help be 
sought and what can the owner expect 
from a professional trainer? Two of 
South Carolina's top trainers offer sim-

ple solutions toward producing the 
perfect retriever. 

Since the beginnings of history, a ~~~~~~~~=~~~~ thoughtlessness of their owners. It need 
bond has existed between man and the not be that way. How-to books, local 
dog . No other animal so w illingly obedience-training classes and the ser-
shares its master 's lot in life while offer- vices of knowledgeable professional 
ing blind loyalty and total affection in trainers are readily available for any dog 
return for a simple pat on the head . owner who is willing to use them. 

These characteristics exist in the Calvin Baynard of Manning and 
crossbred m utt and the ped igreed Bruce Jackson of Camden are two of a 
purebred . But few breeds surpass the handful of highly respected retriever 
retrievers for their eagerness to per- trainers in South Carolina. The appear-
form, unswerving loyalty and openness ance and mannerisms of each man give 
of affection. The sight of a well-trained no hint that they share anything in 
retriever in the field or at home is one to common. 
be admired and envied by almost every Baynard is slender of frame, with 
dog owner. close-cropped black hair and teeth 

The secrets to possessing such a dog \ . clenched on an ever-present pipe. Im-
can be fo und if time, patience and . > .· ~, ''. peccably dressed in a knit shirt and 
knowledge are added to the natural af- -~ f ·. dress slacks, he is a quiet personality, 
fec tion existing between master and ;a laced with dry wit, but very much in 
dog. Yet many potentially good dogs are command when working with his dogs. 
ruined each year by the ineptness and ~---------------=====:.. A very successful trainer. 

THAT'S 
HO 

GOODDOGS 
AREMADE 

by Pat Robertson 9 



Below: Bruce Jackson of Camden be
lieves almost anyone with patience can 
train a dog. Jackson stresses that plenty 
of love and attention are important with 
pups and that training sessions for 
young or older dogs should always end 
on a positive note 
-Photograph by Art Carter 

Right: A yellow Lab female goes high in 
the air as Calvin Baynard of Manning 
uses a cane pole and bird wing to excite 
the dog and train her to look up. 
-Photograph by Ted Borg 

Jackson is wiry-built, with a head full 
of salt-and-pepper hair, partially hidden 
by a crumpled straw cowboy hat, and a 
chaw of Red Man always planted in his 
cheek. Casually dressed in rumpled 
khaki, he is a boisterous personality, 
but all business when he's in the field 
with a dog. His reputation with retriev
ers precedes him. 

There are several basics a prospective 
dog owner should follow when he de
cides to own a retrieving dog, whether 
it be a Labrador, golden, Chesapeake 
Bay or one of the pointing and flushing 
breeds. Getting a good puppy is the 
first step. 

"Get a puppy out of good bloodlines. 
The best bloodlines you can get. I can't 
stress that enough," Baynard said. "You 
might have to pay two to three times as 
much as you would for a backyard-bred 
dog, but you'll only end up with a dog 
as good as the material you have to 
work with. Bloodlines don't insure that 
you'll get a good one, but with that kind 
of money involved, the breeder should 
guarantee that the puppy will have 
hunting instincts and not be shy. It's 
cheaper in the long run." 

Baynard advised picking a bold 
puppy. "Take a rubber ball and bounce 
it. See which one picks it up and runs. 
Don't get a shy dog. Get one that's bold 
and aggressive. One that's not bold 
won't be able to take correction. You 
might have to correct an aggressive dog 
more often, but it will be able to take 
that correction." 

The owner himself can begin the 
training process for his dog. "Start his 
training when he's six or seven weeks 
old just by playing with him," Jackson 
advised . "A puppy needs to be played 
with. The best thing is for him to be 
around children." 

"Throw a little light ball for him," 
Baynard said. "Handle the pup. Man
handle him. 'Get him used to you. Let 
him know good from bad, what you 
approve of and disapprove of." 

"You can't buy a pup and leave him in 
the kennel until he's six months old and 
then expect him to be ready to train," 
Jackson said. 

Keeping the puppy happy seems to 
be the main point in training. Make 
him think his education is a fun thing. 
If you' re not going to have fun with the 
dog, get rid of him and take up another 
hobby. 

From the barn Baynard took a 
fiberglass pole with a bird wing tied to a 
string at the end. He walked casually to 
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Jackson starts a dog over water by using 
a boat on dry land. As the dog gains in 
confidence, the boat is moved into shal
low water, then to deep water. 
-Photograph by Art Ca rter 

the kennels, and the inhabitants rushed 
to their gates to see what was going on. 

The trainer flipped the bird wing into 
the air, making it dance at the end of the 
pole. The kennels erupted, as every dog 
tried to tear down his gate to chase that 
wing. 

Baynard turned a yellow Lab female 
out to leap high into the air as she 
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chased the dancing bird wing across the 
yard. This is what Baynard calls the first 
step in getting a pup "birdy. " It intro
duces him to motion, he said . 

While he whipped the wing around, 
Baynard explained that it also helps 
teach a dog to look up over its head. "A 
lot of dogs don't know how to look up 
and they have to be trained." 

Baynard has used a live bird in a har
ness. "The dogs try to tear the kennel 
up. They are ready to go." It helps with 
timid dogs too . "Gets their mind off me 
and on the bird." 

The Lab watched the bird wing and 
each time her trainer swung it near, she 
leaped for it. Baynard also teases a dog 
with a live pigeon and releases the bird 
in front of the dog's nose. ''The pup will 
chase it until it's out of sight." 

"A dog has got to be mentally ready 
for me to train him," Baynard said. If 
the owner doesn' t get him ready, then 
Baynard has to do the job. 

"What I do is build up the dog's natu
ral instincts-something the owner can 
also do," Baynard said . "If I train my 
own puppy, I start playing with him at 
six to eight weeks and let him go at his 
own speed. But if a man's paying me 
money, he expects progress. That's why 
I like to get someone else's dog for train
ing at around a year old." 

Baynard works puppies and young 
dogs on socks filled with quail feathers, 
duck feathers or dove feathers. "It gets 
them used to the scent and the socks are 
light and soft," he explained. "They 
enjoy parading them around and are 
not as likely to drop them as they would 
something heavier." 

"If there's a secret to training, it's to 
correct instantly. And you correct him 
100 percent of the time. Either you lead 
him or he leads you," Baynard said, 
lighting his pipe. "A professional 
trainer wants a dog in the field that can 
be corrected. If you get a dog out and try 
to teach him and you raise your voice 
and he folds up, how can you show him 
right from wrong? 

"Retrievers have thick skins. If you 
are going to punish one, do it and get it 
done. I never chase the dog and scare it. 
I prefer to have the dog on a leash when 
I punish him. After punishment I back 
away and call him to me and tug lightly 
on the leash. When he comes, I praise 
him. That shows him he doesn't have to 
be afraid to come to me. It also gives me 
a chance to praise him for doing some
thing right. 
"Never fail to praise a dog for doing 

something right. I get some dogs that 
don't even know what a pat of praise is. 
I have to teach them. 

"Lots of people seem helpless in cor
recting their dogs because they fear they 
might ruin them. If you see your pup 
chewing a shoe, pop him with a paper 
or even your hand and scold him. Set 
some boundaries and insist that the dog 



stay within them. Would you be afraid 
to correct your child when he needs it? 
In many respects, a puppy should be 
treated much the same as a child. They 
have many of the same characteristics. 

"A puppy has a short attention span. 
Toss a ball or stuffed sock for him; don't 
throw sticks and pine cones. 

"And don't be discouraged by slow 
progress. Three retrieves might be all 
the pup will make. That's fine. Put the 
ball up. Don't tire him out. He'll get 
bored and start chewing the ball if you 
overdo it. I always leave the dog want
ing more. He's happy to see me the next 
time," Baynard said. 

When Bruce Jackson decided to start 
training dogs, a friend of his expressed 
some doubts that Bruce could be suc
cessful. 

"Why?" Jackson said. 
"Because the trainer's got to have 

more sense than the dog," his friend 
said. 

Jackson roared with laughter as he 
told this story on himself. 

Walking a black Labrador female out 
to the field beside the pond, Jackson 
gave the command: "Sit." 

The dog took up a solid position, but 
watched with anticipation as Jackson 
tossed a retrieving dummy into the 
water. As he gave the primary com
mand: "Over," Jackson pointed to the 
dummy off to the right. The female qui
vered and looked in the direction of his 
hand si,gnal but did not move. 

"Back!" Jackson snapped out the 
command and the dog was instantly in 
motion. She pounced on the dummy, 
lifted it in her mouth and trotted hap
pily back to the heel position at her 
training side. Jackson took the dummy, 
patted her head, and heaped praise 
upon her. "Good girl, good girl." 

"She's a happy dog. I try to keep her 
happy. You need to keep a dog as ex
cited about his training as possible. 
Your best training tool is the dog's own 
enthusiasm," Jackson said, patting the 
dog again. 

To maintain a dog's enthusiasm for 
training, Jackson always gives him or 
her a play period immediately after the 
training session. 

He tossed the training dummy out 
and allowed the Lab to break for it 
without a command. "Let them get a 
free one now and then without associat
ing it with training," he said. 

Jackson believes anybody can train a 
dog-if they have the patience . " It takes 
a lot of walking and uses a lot of 

Training 
Do's and Don't's 

DO: 
Play with your puppy. Toss him a 
rubber ball and use the same ball 
each session so he'll know it 
belongs to him. 

Set some boundaries on his living 
habits. Let him know what's 
good and what's bad. 
Praise or correct him instantly 
and consistantly. 
\-\brk with him daily and give 
him some time to learn. 
Keep your commands simple. 
Keep his enthusiasm up and 
always leave him wanting more. 
Stop every training session on a 
good note. 

DON'T: 
Be afraid to correct him. 
Throw sticks and pine cones for 
your pup to retrieve. 
Send him to retrieve unless 
there's something there for him 
to bring back. 
Send him when he's looking in 
the wrong direction. 
Get in a hurry and lose your 
temper. 

Overtrain him. 

shoeleather. But you have to be careful 
and not overtrain. Give him too much 
or go at it too hard and you put too 
much pressure on the dog." 

A friend ofJackson had a very prom
ising Labrador puppy. The pup was re
trieving hard when three months old . 
And the friend kept up a rigorous train
ing schedule. 

"When the dog was a year old, he'd 
lost all interest and wouldn't pick up a 
training dummy or bird for anyone," 
Jackson remembered. 

"Always stop the dog when he's still 
active and when it's still fun for him. 
Try to stop the day's training on a good 
note, when he's done it right." 

Like Baynard, Jackson takes a dog 
from one simple step to another. "I start 
from bare scratch. I love to get a six
month-old dog, especially one that's 
had some love and attention at home." 

He starts out with a tennis ball, just to 
play with the pup. "I don't care what's 
been done (training) with him before. 

"I use live birds (pigeons) as much as 
possible in training. It helps keep the 
dog's enthusiasm up. A live bird is fun 
and games for the dog. Probably 80 per
cent of my training is done with live 
birds," Jackson emphasized. 

He also uses a pistol when he throws 
a bird, believing that the dogs get used 
to the sound and associate it with fun . 
Then he goes to the shotgun when they 
are familiar with the pistol. 

With such a training schedule, most 
dogs progress quickly. But there are al
ways times that a dog has to be cor
rected during training, and sometimes a 
simple command doesn' t do the job. 

"I only use what force is necessary," 
Jackson said. "All dogs ane different. 
Some dogs you only need to give the 
command 'No!' Some you might have 
to pinch their ear. Some you might have 
to use something even stronger." 

When the dog is doing well on basic 
retrieving chores, Jackson eases him 
into some advanced training. 

"We try to simulate a dove shoot for 
the dog. We work him with other dogs 
on the field . This way he learns to g~ 
only where you shoot. He's with you; 
he's supposed to retrieve for you." 

Jackson gets somebody to help him 
carry guns and stools to a field where 
they simulate the dove shoot. "I let the 
dog watch other dogs work. He learns 
to go only when it's his tum," he said. 

Training a dog to retrieve from a boat 
works the same way. Jackson starts by 
working the dog from a boat on land. 
The dog retrieves from and returns to 
the boat. 

When the boat is placed in shallow 
water, the dog starts retrieving over 
water. When he gains confidence, the 
boat is moved to deeper water. "As soon 
as he gets back to the boat, we assist 
him immediately and help him get back 
into the boat," Jackson noted. 
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Baynard likes a bold and aggressive 
pup. He builds the dog's confidence and 
affection, taking him from one simple 
step to another. Through consistent use 
of praise and correction, the dog re
sponds instantly and enthusiastically to 
commands. 
- Photograph by Ted Borg 

Jackson tries to train no more than 
four dogs at one time. He will not send 
a dog home unless the owner will come 
and spend some time with Jackson and 
the dog. 

He once had a well-trained dog ready 
to go and the owner came to work with 
the dog before taking him home . 
Jackson possesses a strong, husky voice, 
with a very commanding edge when he 
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works a dog. This owner was soft
spoken with a high-pitched voice. 

When the owner commanded his dog 
to retrieve, the dog just sat there. He 
tried again, but the dog still paid him 
no attention. Jackson advised the man 
to lower his voice and to put more bark 
into it. 

The owner did and the dog per
formed beautifully. It had only been 

waiting for the right tone of voice, be
cause it had not learned to obey a soft, 
high-pitched voice like the owner's. 

There are a number of good books on 
training retrievers and many of them 
are available at the local library. Book 
stores always stock at least one or two 
titles on retriever training. One that 
Baynard recommends highly is "Train
ing Your Retriever" by James Lamb 
Free . 

Basically, however, having a trained 
dog just means using some patience 
and following good common sense. 

When the dog is six to eight months 
old, it's time to begin his serious train
ing. If the owner has the time, he prob
ably should train his own dog. If not, he 
should find a professional trainer. 
Jackson emphasized the only way to 
find a good trainer is to have somebody 
you trust recommend one . Then go and 
watch the trainer work. 

"No trainer would object to anybody 
watching him train," Jackson said. "As 
a matter of fact, I regularly work with 
several novice trainers." 

These dog owners bring their dogs 
out and help Jackson throw dummies 
and simulate his dove field and duck 
blind situations. In return, Jackson 
helps them with training and offers ad
vice on how they should work their in
dividual dogs. 

When a prospective customer comes 
to see Jackson about training his dog, he 
leaves the dog on a three-week trial 
basis. "That way it's fair to me, to the 
owner and to the dog. If I see that some 
of the training methods I'm using show 
some progress with the dog, then I keep 
the dog for further training," Jackson 
said. 

Training can take from three to six 
months with the trainer, depending on 
the intelligence of the dog and the de
sired level of training. If the dog is 
taught hand signals, for example, his 
training will require more time. Usu
ally; the longer the trainer keeps the 
dog, the more ingrained his education 
will be, Baynard said . 

Jackson normally can produce a fairly 
green hunting dog in two and a half to 
three months. "Then, if the owner will 
spend several months working with the 
dog, he won't be embarrassed. But the 
owner has got to work with the dog," 
Jackson said . 

A trained dog is the best investment a 
hunter can make. And one of the most 
satisfying parts of a hunt is watching 
that trained dog perform. 
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In many sections of the country, home-heating costs take a 
greater percentage of the family income than the home mort
gage. There's a way to beat this crunch. As energy costs con
tinue to skyrocket,more South Carolinians are rediscovering 
the values of making wood for the fireplace or stove. Ifs a 
simple but satisfying experience the whole family can enjoy. 

Kindling wood pops and sizzles, lending its pitch-filled scent to the room. Shadows are driven 
back as the promising glows of the first flames catch beneath the logs . A sense of well-being comes 
as the wood fire warms another home. 

A recent issue of Time magazine said that wood is the most promising popular biomass fuel, 
especially in the thickly forested areas . The writer was referring to the northern states, but South 

by Bob Campbell 
photographs by Phillip Jones 
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Carolina also qualifies as a heavily forested state. And 
wood is returning as a fuel for the state's homes. 

South Carolina's warmer climate has kept the use of fuel 
wood from catching on as it has in other regions of the 
country. But Southerners are rediscovering wood's value as a 
source of heat and enjoyment. ½bod not only warms the 
body, but the soul as well. 

According to Time, about 20 percent of all New England 
homes rely on wood as a primary heating source. Energy for 
heating in that region costs 26 percent more than in warmer 
regions, which explains their incentive to use wood, Time 
reported. Energy costs, however, are moving beyond the 
Northeastern boundaries. 

Time also reported that the use of wood as fuel multiplied 
sixfold in this decade, because the efficiency of the 
all-enclosed wood stove is much greater than open 
fireplaces . New central heating furnaces that burn wood as 
well as oil can save up to 200 gallons of oil for each cord (128 
cubic feet) of wood consumed, according to Time. 

The sale of wood stoves is brisk, even in the Palmetto 
St;1te. (See "The Wood Alternative," South Carolina Wildlife, 
November-December 1978). And with the many forested 
areas of South tarolina, wood is abundantly available. 

The most economical sourte of wood would be your own 
wood lot. Most of us do not have one, however, and must 
look for wood elsewhere. 

Often wood is available following severe windstorms . 
Following the ice storm of last winter, many wood stove 
owners and fireplace buffs found a windfall in the 
inconvenience of the storm. Wood was everywhere and 
available mostly for the asking. Property owners were glad to 
have help in cleaning up the mess. 
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Dumps, landfills and construction sites usually have 
discarded wood of various descriptions. Wood is wood. It 
does not have to be in raw stick form. Any wood, such as 
scrap pieces of furniture, will burn nicely in a wood stove. 
But when burning softwood and green wood, a substance 
called creosote may build up on the inside of the chimney. 
Creosote results from incomplete combustion usually 
associated with the burning of resinous woods such as pine. 
Mixing softwood or green wood with seasoned hardwood 
will lessen the problem. 

Often corporate timber companies will permit the cutting 
of firewood on their lands in areas recently logged or cleared 
for reforestation. Sometimes sawmill scraps are available at 
little or no charge. 

Agricultural land clearing often provides another good 
supply of firewood. Stumps and logs that have been 
discarded and piled in ruins are probably scheduled to be 
burned or left to rot. 

But before moving any wood, whatever its status, 
permission from the landowner should be obtained . South 
Carolina's new trespass law provides stiff penalties for 
unlawful removal of practically anything from private 
property. Once permission is granted, the landowner ' s 
wishes should be followed exactly in the cutting and removal 
of the wood from his property. 

The U.S. Forest Service also has a program that permits 
the gathering of certain wood from national forests . South 
Carolina has two national forests in four major areas totaling 
about 650,000 acres of land. This represents a good source of 
wood for the person who doesn't mind working for it. 
Contact the district ranger for additional information. The 
ranger will issue a permit and specify the area and types of 
wood that may be cut and removed. Such wood is available 
on a first-come, first-served basis . 

According to the South Carolina Forestry Commission, a 
similar program is in effect on Sandhills State Forest near 
Patrick and the Manchester State Forest near Wedgefield . The 
directors of each forest must issue a permit. 

Wood obtained from the above sources will likely need 
cutting and splitting to size. More likely, these sources will 
supply green wood which should be allowed to season or 
dry out before it is burned. Drying may take several months. 
Hardwoods may be burned while green though not as well 
as when seasoned . 

Wood that has been cut and split to the appropriate 
fireplace size will season faster. Wood that has been loosely 
piled also will dry faster. If possible, the stack should be 
arranged so air can circulate under the pile for more complete 
drying. 

Stove wood will have to be split more completely as 
smaller pieces are required to fit into wood stoves . Limbs cut 

Ax, sledge hammer and steel wedges are the tools required 
for splitting wood. Logs are split along the grain by 
starting the wedges in a natural crack or a split made by 
the ax. The hammer should always be used for driving 
wedges because an ax head is likely to crack or shatter at 
the side around the handle. 

Splitting and stacking wood can be a pleasant job for the 
entire family when done during early spring or late fall. 

Several months are required for the logs to dry or season 
properly. Stacking so that air can circulate under the pile 

allows more complete drying. 





Firewood is usually measured by the 
cord. A standard cord equals a stack of 

four-foot logs piled four feet high by 
eight feet long. A partial cord or face 

cord sold as a pickup load of firewood 
usually amounts to about one half of a 

standard cord. Such a truckload of 
hardwood sells for about $40 and 

should keep a good wood stove 
burning continuously for about a 

month. Fireplace users should expect 
to use this amount in less than half 

that time. 
from large logs make good stove wood once seasoned. Even 
the smaller limbs should be used. Nothing should be 
wasted, as just about any wood cut to proper size can be 
burned in a wood stove. 

Sawmills also provide a variety of scraps that make good 
kindling for starting fires. Small, thin pieces of softwoods 
such as the pines make the best kindling because they ignite 
more readily. The disadvantage of soft woods is that they 
burn quickly and consequently give off less heat per unit 
volume than hardwoods. ' 

When cutting wood, most folks will turn to the chain saw 
to get the job done the fastest. Chain saws are potentially 
dangerous machines and should be used only with safety in 
mind. They may be rented at a reasonable charge and a large 
pile of wood can be cut in a very short time if the project is 
adequately planned. 

For those who prefer more primitive wood cutting, a 
crosscut or bow saw is handy, costs little to purchase, and 
requires grit energy rather than gasoline for power. 

While sawing may be done mechanically, splitting is 
manual unless the expense of a rented hydraulic splitter can 
be justified. Splitting requires the services of a sharp ax, a 
wedge or two and a maul to hammer home the wedge. 
Splitting is done after the log has been sawed to the right 
fireplace or stove wood length. 

Splitting is simple. Up-end the log where it stands stable 
and wh~ck it dead center. The log should partially split, 
giving you a start. Once you become fairly proficient , a 
log can be split with a minimum of whacks. 

Larger logs will require the use of wedges. These are 
hammered into the log end much as you would a nail . Try to 
work around knots . Don't use the ax to drive the wedge as it 
may damage the ax. That's what the maul is for, and, since it 
is heavier, it gets the job done more efficiently. 

Those who are not inclined to the rigors of cutting and 
splitting their own wood may buy it rather cheaply already 
cut and split. Wood is usually sold by the cord, a cubic 
volume measure of a stack of wood. A standard cord is 128 
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cubic feet, usually four feet by four feet by eight feet. 
Because few people burn wood four feet in length, most 

fireplace wood is sold by the "face cord" where the lengths of 
the pieces are cut to a more useful size. A face cord with 
pieces cut in two-feet lengths is really equal to half a 
standard cord. 

Firewood is often sold by the pickup truckload, but a 
pickup won't hold one-half a standard cord. And that 
amount may drop to as little as one quarter of a standard 
cord if the wood is not split and stacked properly. 

Note that most standard half-ton pickups can haul only 
about 1,000 pounds. Wood weights vary according to the 
type of wood and its condition. As an example, a standard 
cord of hickory would weigh about 5,040 pounds green as 
compared to about 4,240 when air-dried. The same amount 
of Southern yellow pine would weigh 4,000 pounds green 
and 2,600 pounds when dry. 

Wood prices vary considerably depending on locality, time 
of year and the degree of seasoning. A face cord, described as 
a fireplace-size truckload, was advertised in a Columbia 
newspaper in the summer for $40. The more you buy by 
volume, the cheaper the advertised price. 

A Clemson University publication, "Home Heating with 
Wood," lists a number of hardwoods that make good 
firewood . This booklet can be obtained at no charge by 
writing Clemson University Extension Service, Clemson 
University, Clemson, S.C. , 29631. Among those listed are 
white ash, hickory, oak, maple, beech and elm. Oaks of 
several species are common and very popular because of 
their burning qualities and ease of splitting. 

Any hardwood requires more heat or energy to ignite 
compared to the softwoods. The softwoods make good starter 
wood while the hardwoods, especially left in larger sizes, 
provide slower, more even burning for those long cold evenings . 

In addition to the wood stacked for burning , you lay in 
memories not soon forgotten . Within us there seems to be 
comfort in the warmth of flames and the smell of 
burning wood . 
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// Aldo a ' Leopold 
A spokesman for land as the living 
basis of man's community rather than a 
mere repository of resources, the late Aldo 
Leopold (1887-1948) advised a use of our land 
tempered by love and respect. In this selection 
taken from II A Sand County Almanac," 
published just after his death, Leopold 
eloquently instructs that the true enjoyment of a 
fire cannot be appreciated until one understands 
where its warmth comes from. 

There are two spiritual dangers in not owning a farm . One is 
the danger of supposing that breakfast comes from the grocery, 
and the other that heat comes from the furnace. 

To avoid the first danger, one should plant a garden, 
preferably where there is no grocer to confuse the issue. 

To avoid the second, he should lay a split of good oak on the 
andirons, preferably where there is no furnace , and let it warm 
his shins while a February blizzard tosses the trees outside. If 
one has cut, split, hauled and piled his own good oak, and let 
his mind work the while, he will remember much about where 
the heat comes from, and with a wealth of detail denied to 
those who spend the weekend in town astride a radiator. 

The particular oak now aglow on my andirons grew on the 
bank of the old emigrant road where it climbs the sandhill. The 
stump, which I measured upon felling the tree, has a diameter 
of 30 inches. It shows 80 growth rings, hence the seedling from 
which it originated must nave laid its first ring of wood in 1865, 
at the end of the Civil War. But I know from the history of 
present seedlings that no oak grows above the reach of rabbits 
without a decade or more of getting girdled each winter, and 
re-sprouting during the following summer. Indeed, it is all too 
clear that every surviving oak is the product either of rabbit 
negligence or of rabbit scarcity. Some day some patient botanist 
will cf raw a frequency curve of oak birth-years, and show that 
the curve humps every ten years, each hump originating from a 
low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. (A fauna and flora, by this very 
process of perpetual battle within and among species, achieve 
collective immortality.) 

Ifis likely, then, that a low in rabbits occurred in the middle 
sixties, when my oak began to lay an annual ring, but that the 
acorn tha_t produced it fell during the preceding decade, when 
the covered wagons were still passing over my road into the 
Great Northwest. It may have been the wash and wear of the 
emigrant traffic that bared this roadbank, and thus enabled this 
particular acorn to spread its first leaves to the sun. Only one 
acorn in a thousand ever grew large enough to fight rabbits; the 
rest were drowned at birth in the prairie sea. 

It is a warming thought that this one wasn't, and thus lived 
to garner eighty years of June sun. It is this sunlight that is now 
being released through the intervention of my ax and saw, to 
warm my shack and my spirit through 80 gusts of blizzard. 
And with each gust a wisp of smoke from my chimney bears 
witness, to whomsoever it may concern, that the sun did not 
shine in vain . 

My dog does not care where heat comes from , but he cares 
ardently that it come, and soon. Indeed he considers my ability 

to make it come as something magical, for when I rise in the 
cold black pre-dawn and kneel shivering by the hearth making 
a fire, he pushes himself blandly between me and the kindling 
splits I have laid on the ashes, and I must touch a match to them 
by poking it between his legs. Such faith, I suppose, is the kind 
that moves mountains . 

It was a bolt of lightning that put an end to wood-making by 
this particular oak. We were all awakened, one night in July, by 
the thunderous crash; we realized that the bolt must have hit 
nearby, but, since it had not hit us, we all went back to sleep. 
Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this is notably 
true of lightning. 

Next morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoicing with 
the cone-flowers and the prairie clovers over their fresh 
accession of rain, we came upon a great slab of bark freshly torn 
from the trunk of the roadside oak. The trunk showed a long 
spiral scare of barkless sapwood, a foot wide and not yet 
yellowed by the sun . By the next day the leaves had wilted, and 
we knew that the lightning had bequeathed to us three cords of 
prospective fuel wood. 

We mourned the loss of the old tree, but knew that a dozen of 
its progeny standing straight and stalwart on the sands had 
already taken over its job of wood-making. 

We let the dead veteran season for a year in the sun it could 
no longer use, and then on a crisp winter 's day we laid a newly 
filed saw to its bastioned base. Fragrant little chips of history 
spewed from the saw cut, and accumulated on the snow before 
each kneeling sawyer. We sensed that these two piles of 
sawdust were something more than wood: that they were the 
integrated transect of a century; that our saw was biting its way, 
stroke by stroke, decade by decade, into the chronology of a 
lifetime, written in concentric annual rings of good oak. 

•••••••••••••••••• 
We have cut the core. Our saw now reverses its orientation in 

history; we cut backward across the years, and outward toward 
the far side of the stump. At last there is a tremor in the great 
trunk; the saw-kerf suddenly widens; the saw is quickly pulled 
as the sawyers spring backward to safety; all hands cry 
'Timber! '; my oak leans, groans and crashes with earth-shaking 
thunder, to he prostrate across the emigrant road that gave it 
birth. 

Now comes the job of making wood . The maul rings on steel 
wedges as the sections of trunk are up-ended one by one, only 
to fall apart in fragrant slabs to be corded by the roadside. 

There is an allegory for historians in the diverse functions of 
saw, wedge and ax. 

The saw works only across the years, which it must deal with 
one by one, in sequence. From each year the raker teeth pull 
little chips of fact, which accumulate in little piles, called 
sawdust by woodsmen and archives by h istorians; both judge 
the character of what lies within by the character of the samples 
thus made visible without. It is not until the transect is 
completed that the tree falls, and the stump yields a collective 
view of a century. By its fall the tree attests the unity of the 
hodge-podge called history. 

The wedge, on the other hand, works only in radial splits; 
such a split yields a collective view of all years at once, or no 
view at all, depending on the skill with which the plane of the 
split is chosen. (If in doubt, let the section season for a year 
until a crack develops . Many a hastily driven wedge lies rusting 
in the woods, embedded in unsplittable cross-gram.) 

The ax functions only at an angle diagonal to the years, and 
this only for the peripheral rings of the recent past. Its special 
function is to lop limbs, for which both saw and wedge are 
useless . 

The three tools are requisite to good oak, and to good history. 
These things I ponder as the kettle sings, and the good oak 

burns to red coals on white ashes . Those ashes, come spring, I 
will return to the orchard at the foot of the sandhill. They will 
come back to me again, perhaps as red apples, or perhaps as a 
spirit of enterprise in some fat October squirrel, who, for 
reasons unknown to himself, is bent on planting acorns. 

From "A Sand County Almanac with Other Essays on Conservation fro m 
Round River" by Aldo Leopold . Copyright©1949, 1953 , 1966; renewed 1977 
by Oxford University Press Inc. Reprinted by permission . 
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HUNT 

Lynn Bogue Hunt, perhaps one of the 
finest and most popular wildlife illustrators 
of his daY, combined a rare artistic talent 
and a keen appreciation of the outdoors to 
focus the attention of generations of Ameri
cans on the natural beauty of their land. 

produced hundreds of paintings for maga
zine covers and calendars from the early 
1900s to the 1940s. It was an age before the 
advent of television and technical advances 
in color still photography It was the age of 
the illustrator In those days people read 
more; they read Saturday Evening Post, Field 
& Stream, Collier's, Boy'sLJJe, Country Gentleman, 

Womens Home Companion and many others. 

The covers, the ads and the articles in these 
magazines were illustrated by men like 
Norman Rockwell and Lynn Bogue Hunt 

Hunt, who died in 1960 at the age of 83, 
was an extremely prolific and popular illus
trator of the American sporting scene. He 

Photography and electronic journalism 
have either changed the scope of these 
magazines or put them out of business. 
People no longer take the time to read the 
fictional adventure yarns that lent them
selves so well to illustration. Trme, Newsweek 

Lynn Bogue Hunt's studio was the vastness of the salt marsh, the 
rolling deck at sea, the timbered knoll and flat broomsedge field. 
Few other illustrators so successfully captured the grace of black 
ducks cupping into the marsh or the staunch dogs and fleeting 
sight of quail bursting from the grass. Unlike other artists, who 
lived before or after their time, Hunt (1878-1960) lived precisely 
at his time. Technology had perfected the mass production of full
color paintings, fiction was at its peak, and color photography 
and abstract art had not yet come to dominate the magazine field. 

BYPEIELAURIE 
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and others display the more exciting events 
of the world almost as they happen. Maga
zine advertisements have also changed. Re
ared with television, we associate more 
readily with the living images in ads. 
Stylized, artistic ads no longer sell their 
products as effectively Not surprisinglY, 
there are few Hunts or Rockwells today 

Much of Hunt 's success came from his 
firsthand knowledge gleaned through years 
afield observing wildlife and its habitat One 
admirer of his work described it this way: 
''When a flock of black ducks let down 
their feet over a Long Island pond or a 
Jersey marsh, Lynn Bogue Hunt knew how 
they looked, for he had been there. When 
heavy-bodied broadbills came roaring in on 
hard-set wings, he could catch their speed 
and movement on canvas because that pic
ture was etched indelibly on his brain from 
many days spent on the salt bays. When 
sandy-footed old honkers came coasting 
over the marshes, this man knew their every 
move. He knew the look of a grouse strut
ting and a woodcock twisting through the 
trees. He was familiar with the sight of 
staunch dogs and the fleeting picture of 
bobwhites bursting out of the grasses. His 
studio was the vastness of the marshes, the 
timbered knolls or the rolling deck of a craft 
at sea. " 

Hunt was< born in 1878 in Honeoye Falls, 
New York, and moved with his family to 
Albion, Michigan, as a teenager He began 
to demonstrate an artistic talent early in life. 
At the age of four, he was clipping pictures 
of birds out of the newspaper. A pencil 
sketch of a mud hen that he did at the age 
of seven for his mother is remarkable for its 
detail and likeness of the bird. As a youth, 
he also learned taxidermy and soon was 
collecting and stuffing birds. 

After a brief and unsuccessful stint in the 
hardware business, Hunt studied art at Alb
ion College and then landed a job on the 
staff of the Detroit Free Press. In New York in 
1925 he sold his first cover to Field & Stream . 
His career took off. 

During this career, he illustrated hun
dreds of articles for magazines and his work 
appeared on everything from glassware and 
table mats to neckties and lampshades. He 
produced numerous ads for many major 
corporations and created 19 postcards for 
the National Wildlife Federation. A pair of 
teal painted by Hunt became the federal 
duck stamp of 1939-40. But what was 
perhaps Hunt 's finest work appeared in 
three portfolios: for E I. Dupont de 
Nemours & Co., "Our American Game 
Birds, " and for Field & Stream , "Game Birds 
of America " and "Fishing in America . " 

In these works, executed early in his ca
reer, Hunt utilized his considerable knowl
edge of wildlife and the whole range of his 
artistic technique. In each of the three 
portfolios, Hunt used watercolors to 
achieve great detail and accuracy 

Hunt preferred to paint things from life, 
often consulting his own collection of bird 
skins and the collections of the American 
Museum of Natural History In one well
documented anecdote, Hunt recalled the 
difficulty of painting a just-boated sailfish on 
a choppy day off Long Island. Fish very 
quickly lose their natural coloration when 
they die and Hunt wanted to capture on 
canvas the subtle hues of a live sailfish. In 
the midst of this difficult undertaking, an
other fish was hooked. The crew promptly 
deserted Hunt, who was left alone to wres
tle the thrashing fish and balance his palette 
of watercolors on the rocking boat. 

Although best known for paintings of 

Overleaf: Bobwhite quail flush before an English setter in this 1917 
Remington UMC calendar, from the collection of Jack Malloy. 

In 194 3, Hunt agreed to do a series of American game birds for Field 
& Stream. Ray P. Holland, who was editor of the magazine from 19:24-194:2, 

worked with the artist to produce Game Birds of America, a portfolio of 
1 :2 prints complete with a description of each game bird shown. Right: 

Bobwhite quail and mourning dove from Game Birds of America. Courtesy 
of The Crossroads of Sport Inc., S East 47th St.,NewYork, N.Y. 10017. 
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Far left: A golden eagle 
diving on Canadian geese on a 

1919 Remington UMC 
envelope, from the collection 

of Don Nichols; flights of 
brandt crossing the frozen salt 
marshes on a 1909 poster for 
"EC" or "Shultze" gunpowder, 

from the collection of Jack 
Malloy; a red fox surprising a 
pair of Canadian geese on a 

1921 Remington Arms 
calendar, from the collection 

of Andrew H. Hursey. 
Left: A mallard drake jumping 
before a spaniel, 1914 Peters 
Cartridge Company calendar, 

from the collection of 
Bill Bramlett. 

Below: Green-winged teal and 
black ducks jump before the 
hunter's blind on this October 

19 31 Field & Stream cover, 
from the collection of 

George Driebe. 
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American · game birds and fish, Hunt also 
painted African big game from photographs 
and trophies brought home by friends. 

Late in his life, with his reputation secure, 
he cranked out a huge volume of commercial 
work very quicklY, remarking, "If that's what 
they want, 111 give it to them ". 

The demand for anything with Hunt 's 
name on it apparently became greater than 
the demand for his highest quality His 
grandson remembers him dashing off a 
magazine cover in an hour. For this sort of 
work he used the somewhat less demanding 
medium of oils rather than watercolor. The 
colors in these paintings were vivid and 
eye-catching, a style that sold magazines, 
but greatly inferior to Hunt's subtle and 
careful watercolors. 

Not surprisinglY, a man of Hunt's talent 
and popularity made a lot of money He 
spent a lot of moneY, too. Hunt lived the 
good life and had legions of friends all over 
the world. He hunted and fished with the 
great outdoorsmen of his time, such as Er
nest HemingwaY, who called Hunt "the 
finest painter of game birds in America. " He 
went deep-sea fishing with the pioneers of 
that sport, including Z.ane Grey and S. Kip 
Farrington Jr. Hunt became such a knowl
edgeable angler that he occasionally was 
asked to judge international tuna fishing 
tournaments off Navia Scotia. 

Once described as a "tall, ramrod-erect, 
dignified, handsome and capable gentle
man, " Hunt enjoyed the company of Afri
can explorer Carl AkeleY, editor Ray Hol
land, naturalist John Kiernan and sports
news commentator Grantland Rice. With 
his sporting knowledge and artistic popular
itY, Hunt apparently was readily received in 
this exclusive circle. 

About 1950, Hunt 's eyesight began to 
fail. He painted a few pieces in the early 
1950s, but these were much inferior to his 
earlier works, due to his impaired vision. 
Blindness must have been terrible for an 
active outdoorsman, whose whole life re
volved around his visual perception of 
color, form and movement. Despite this 
affliction in the later years, Hunt lived a life 
that many would envy Here was a man so 
talented and so in demand that he could 
make a very good living with little effort. 
Because of his reputation, he could pursue 
the outdoor sports he loved so much with 
the fascinating people of his day He lived a 
long and productive life. 

It is often noted with some sadness that 
an individual lived before his time or after 
his time. Not Hunt He lived precisely at 
his time. Before his daY, the technology was 
not available to mass-produce paintings in 
full color. Later, fiction would lose its popu
larity and turn inward and introspective, 
not readily lending itself to illustration. 
Modern abstract art would steal the show 
from traditional realistic artists. 

The legacy he left us goes far beyond his 
paintings. At a time when market hunting 
and loss of wildlife habitat was threatening 
many wild species and the newborn con
servation movement needed a boost, Hunt 
brought the beauty of the natural scene to 
the American public. By Lynn Bogue 
Hunt 's death in 1960, the American public 
had a new outlook on wildlife, thanks partly 
to the popularity of his paintings. 

His art is still in great demand. Anyone 
lucky enough to own an original Hunt is 
not thinking of selling it. The works of 
Lynn Bogue Hunt remain as examples of 
America 's greatest wildlife art. 

Left: Green-winged teal, black ducks, mallards, wood ducks and 
blue-winged t~al from Game Birds of America portfolio, courtesy of The 

' Crossroads of Sport Inc. 
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by John Davis 

The ~esswork can be eliminated from hunting, fishing, 
camping and hiking trips by scouting the woods before leaving 

home. If this sounds impossibfe, meet the silent guide-a 
topographic map. Topos can show the best hunting areas for 

alinost all game, provide reference points for pinpointing 
location or the land on which you're planning to hike or camp. 
They can take you in and lead you out over tfie shortest, safest 

· or most scenic routes without ever saying a word. 
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d fternoon's misting rain turns to ice. It will be dark in less 
than an hour. But which way back to the car and home? 

You give another drawn-out whoop and fire the gun, hop
ing that someone will answer. Sleet spattering on frozen 
dead leaves is the only reply from the stoic trees around you . . 

Perhaps you've been scouting a new hunting area. Maybe 
you wandered too far while tracking a buck or scanning the 
trees for squirrels. 

The cause of your predicament may vary. The resulting 
nauseous feeling is always the same. All things look alike, 
nothing seems familiar and you're totally alone with no idea 
of which way leads out. 

'Tm lost!" Panic begins to build. 
Your family will fear the worst. There could be real danger 

if the temperature continues to drop. And then there 
is the nagging thought that the whole situation might 
have been avoided by a bit of advance planning, a simple 
compass and a piece of paper called a topographic map. 

Hunter, hiker, camper, would-be naturalist or . 
fisherman-whatever and wherever your outdoor interest 
may be, topographic maps can add to the success of your 
trip . Topographic maps or "topos" show the lay of the land to 
help you determine likely habitat for game and the easiest 
route through or around a swamp or range of hills. Access 
roads, trails, fence lines and buildings are a few of the 
man-made objects which may lead to assistance or provide 
landmarks for pinpointing your position. 

In 1882, the United States Geological Survey adopted a 
plan for a standard series of maps showing the shape, eleva-_ 
tion and other physical characteristics of the terrain through 
precise engineering surveys and measurements. Each map 
would cover a tract of country bounded by meridians and 
parallels of longitude. Maps with these standard boundaries 
would be called quadrangle maps. 

Originally planned to provide information on public 
lands, the map service grew as demands from civil and mili
tary projects increased. As map suppliers became more plen
tiful, individuals concerned only with outdoor activities be
came aware of the roles that topographic quadrangles could 
play in recreational activities. 

The first maps were sketched by hand in the field. Aerial 
photography and technology have now combined to allow 
extremely accurate maps with the smallest details to be pro
duced in the office. Stereoscopic plotting instruments pro
vide three-dimensional optical models from aerial photo
graphs and the map-maker or compiler makes precise mea
surements of elevation contours, drainage, woodlands and 
man-made objects. 

In areas with dense vegetation or deep shadows, field sur
veys are still required. The surveyor must also establish the 
exact points, figures and locations of the earth on which the 
aerial photographs are assembled and add any details not 
obtainable from photographs. 

Maps are published in series which conform to the same 
specifications and have a common scale. Adjacent maps of 
the same series can usually be combined to form a single 
larger map. While several sizes of maps are available, the 
1:24,000-scale, 7.S-minute series and the 1:62,SOO-scale, IS
minute series offer the best information and detail for the 
outdoorsman. 

Map scale expresses the features of the map as compared 
to those they represent on the earth's surface in a ratio or 

fraction. If this seems complicated, one inch on a 1:241000-
scale, 7.S-minute map would be equal to 24,000 inches on the 
ground or 2,000 feet. This scale map covers about 60 square 
miles of terrain and can easily be folded to pocket size for 
carrying along on a trip. 

Areas not covered by the 7.S-minute maps are usually 
represented by the 1:62,S00-series, IS-minute maps. At this 
scale, one inch on the map equals a little less than one mile 
cm the ground. Each IS-minute map covers about four times 
the area shown in the more detailed 7.S-minute series. 

Topographic maps made after 1941 must meet certain stan
dards for horizontal and vertical accuracy. On the 7.S0 minute 
maps, 90 percent of all well-defined map points must be 
plotted to within 40 feet of their location on the ground, 
while the IS-minute maps must be accurate to within 100 
feet . Vertical accuracy for 7.S-minute maps requires that 90 
percent of all elevations indicated by the brown confour lines 
be within one half the contour interval or within five feet of 
their exact elevation. On the IS-minute map, 90 percent of 
the elevations shown must be accurate within 10 feet. 

To understand contour lines, one must imagine a line on 
the ground which follows any course necessary to maintain a 
constant height or elevation above sea level. These contour 
lines are always indicated in brown. For readability, every 
fourth or fifth contour (depending upon map size and con
tour interval) is accented by heavier lines as an index con
tour. These index contours also show the elevation in brown 
numerals. Special features of elevation between the set con
tours are indicated by dashed or dotted brown lines. 

Widely separated contour lines indicate a gradual slope. 
Where contours run close together, a steep hill or cliff is 
indicated. If you have problems imagining the actual slope, 
purchase a map of your area and try to compare the distances 
between contour lines with an actual increase or decrease in 
elevation at known places. When you acquire the ability to 
visualize hills and valleys from the contours, the topographic 
map presents a third dimension. 

Other symbols on the maps are usually pictographs which 
resemble the object they represent. All water features are 
shown in blue. Intermittent creeks or streams that hold water 
only during wet periods are shown by dashed or dotted 
lines. Single blue lines represent rivers or streams less than 
40 feet wide on the 7.S-minute maps or less than 80 feet wide 
on the IS-minute maps. Larger bodies of water are shown to 
scale with double lines. 

Man-made objects, such as buildings, roads, ditches, 
dams and power lines, are shown in black and red . On most 
recent maps, red indicates major roads, boundaries or prop
erty lines. 

Green represents forested areas; white sections of the map 
indicate clearings and fields. But before setting out to find a 
particular field, opening or other man-made object, always 
check the margin to determine the date in which the map 
was field-inspected or last revised. 

On timber company lands, a field that was shown as 
cleared on a 1974 map might have pines up higher than your 
head by 1979. This would be an extreme disappointment to 
anyone looking for quail habitat, but deer might use such an 
area for a bedding ground. A stand near such a place could 
prove productive for the deer hunter. 

After selecting a map of the area you wish to scout or 
explore, place the map on a flat surface and choose your 
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point of access . Place your pocket compass on the map in this 
position and tum the map until your compass north symbol 
and needle line up with the line for magnetic north on the 
map. After determining the approximate route you intend to 
follow on the map, you can plot its direction by compass 
from the access point. When you arrive at the access point 
and prepare to leave your car, place compass and map on the 
hood and repeat the above procedure. 

Check your compass bearing and map periodically 
throughout your trip. Don't forget to use your watch also to 
note the approximate time spent traveling in each new direc
tion. When it's time to head back toward the car, simply 
reverse your compass headings by 180 degrees. 

If you need a shorter route back to the car, find a landmark 
shown on the map and check it against another reference 
point. For example, a pond, creek or building site can be 
plotted against a distant ridge peak on the map and checked 
against your own position in relation to the two points. After 
taking your bearings in this manner, plot the way back to 
your access point on the map and you're ready to head out. 

Whatever your outdoor interest, topographic maps can in
crease your enjoyment. Learning to read their symbols and 
signs can place a silent guide in your pocket for your next 
trip afield. 

l Brown is used to show ground elevations above 
sea level. Every fourth or fifth contour is 

accented by a dark brown line and shows the 
approximate elevation as an index to the elevations 
of adjacent contours. The closer contour lines 
appear, the steeper the slope of the ground. 

2Water is shown in blue . Creekswhichcontain 
water only during wet periods are shown by 

dashed blue lines. Single blue lines represent 
streams of less than 40 feet on the 7.5-minute series 
or less than 80 feet in width for the 15-minute maps. 
Larger rivers and lakes are shown to scale with 
rapids and shoals indicated by groups of blue slash 
marks. 

3 Man-made objects such as buildings, roads and 
property boundaries are usually shown in 

black and red.On more recent maps, red indicates 
the most important roads and buildings. 

4 Green indicates forested areas, while white 
shows clearings and fields. These areas change 

rapidly on timber company lands and the publica
tion date shown at the bottom right margin of the 
map should always be checked to determine the 
probability of an area shown as a clearing being 
covered with trees . Forested areas on farm lands 
are also likely to change as fields or pastures are 
expanded on most farms. 

locating 
&choosing 

dffidp 
The first step in choosing a map for your selected area is 

to study an index of topographic quadrangles. South 
Carolina is presently divided by 361 ZS-minute maps and 
52 15-minute maps. Indexes also contain lists of special 
maps, addresses of local map dealers and reference librar
ies, federal distribution centers and an order blank with 
instructions. An index of South Carolina is available at no 
charge from many local map dealers or by writing Branch 
of Distribution, U.S. Geological Survey, 1200 South Eads 
Street, Arlington, Virginia, 22202. 

When scanning the index to select your maps, compare 
it to a state or local highway map. When ordering, be sure 
to give the state, map name and series, as some areas may 
be covered by two or more maps which carry the same 
name but are published in different sizes or series. In 
most instances, the more detailed 7.5-minute maps will be 
your best choice when available. All mail orders to federal 
or state agencies should be prepaid. Maps of the 7.5- and 
15-minute series are available at $1.25 each from govern
ment agencies but may cost more when purchased from 
private dealers. 

Information about the availability of map coverage, ae
rial photography and the activities of federal, state and 
private mapping agencies can be obtained at no charge 
from the Map Information Office, U.S. Geological Survey, 
Washington, D.C. , 20242. 

The following sources carry topographic maps for some 
or all areas of the state: 

Columbia: 
S.C. Geological Survey, Harbison Forest Road . 
S.C. Land Resources Commission, 2221 Devine St., 
Suite 222. 
U.S.C. Campus Bookstore, Russell House, Green 
Street, U.S.C. Campus. 
Map Depository, Callcott, U.S .C. Campus. 
The Backpacker, 940 Harden St. 

Charleston: 
Luden's, Concord and Charlotte Streets. 

Greenville: 
Wilderness Outfitters, Wade Hampton Mall. 
Sports World, 1706 Poinsett Highway. 

Clemson: 
Appalachian Trail Outfitters, Highway 123. 

Seneca: 
Harris Sporting Goods, 123 By-Pass . 
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Manners Coun 
MoreThan 
Doves by MikeCreel 

On the typical dove shoot, you'll meet 
an assortment of hunters and field 
manners, from the courteous prince to 
the so-and-so without a shred of common 
sense. Where on the scale do you fall? 
The answer may be a clue to your lack of 
invitations to the best private shoots. 

By South Carolina definition, a dove 
shoot is a group of hunters posted at 
intervals around the edge of a field 
where mourning doves have been 

• feeding. Shooting time starts at noon, 
though most incoming dove flights 
begin a couple of hours later. 

Waiting marksmen attempt to score 
on feathered targets flying into, around 
and from the field. Those who average 
one dove in hand per three shells 
"truthfully expended" are pretty fair 
backcountry wing shots and usually 
seasoned hunters. 

Participants in a typical shoot include 
a few veteran dove hunters; a handful of 
youngsters with their first gun; several 
once-a-year social dove hunters; a 
couple of "I never shot dove" adults; 
someone's ex-alcoholic brother-in-law; 
a sprinkling of know-it-all, book-bred 
rookies; and a limited number of totally 
intolerable individuals. 

There's always one fellow who roars 
up the middle of the field in his new 
four-wheel-drive pickup and parks 
where both the fowl and his fellows can 
see his polished truck. He emerges 
wearing a white cowboy hat, brightly 
plaid Rob Roy shirt and pre-faded, 
pre-shrunk jeans. Puffing clouds from 
his special order Havana, he strides 
across the field like a three-dimensional 
imitation of the all-man man from a 
cigarette commercial. 

Mike Creel of Lexington gets ready to 
greet some mourning doves heading 
straight for his stand. When the field 
edge cover is sparse, every bit of 
camouflage helps-even to the extreme 
of using a light face mask and simple 
cape made from soft, laundered camou
flage netting. 
-Photograph by Phillip Jones 

This fellow may be a fantastic wing 
shot, but his outfit usually flares birds 
long before they get into range. His 
attire and style might blend perfectly at 
a Hollywood version of a Texas 
barbeque, but on the dove field he's a 
scarecrow. 

God pity the hunter who gets caught 
between the scarecrow and the 
brother-in-law. The hapless soul in this 
position is not likely to get a single shot 
and is almost certain to get peppered 
with No. 8 birdshot whenever a 
low-flying bird comes along. His only 
recourse is to pray his way out of the 
field and go home. 

With such a menagerie of 
personalities, someone must take 
charge and make sure that the whole 
shebang is conducted in a manner 
which affords most of the hunters an 
enjoyable and successful shoot. 

All too often dove hunts are poorly 
organized and conducted. No prehunt 
session of field rules has been given. 
Late hunters straggle onto the field and 
select their stands at will. One hunter 
chooses a stand too close to another. A 
couple of poor shots decide to shoot 
anything flying from a bluejay to a 
tomtit. A fellow who apparently buys 
his shells at wholesale prices blasts 
away at satellite-high doves and a 
low-bird shooter is stinging hunters 
across the field with his shots. 

No one, from Emily Post to Mark 
Trail, has ever taken the time to set 
down some specific rules of dove field 
etiquette, but it's high time. Fetching 
home a limit of doves at a day's end is 
possibly the least important objective of 
the hunt. Dove hunting must be 
accomplished in a sportsmanlike 
manner, with courtesy toward other 
hunters and in a way which does not 
abridge another's rights. 
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When hunting is on a private field, 
the host must take charge. The field 
must be legal to shoot according to 
federal regulations. Sufficient numbers 
of doves should be feeding to permit 
fast shooting action. There should be 
ample space for stands at hospitable 
distances for the anticipated list of 
hunters and a parking place off field 
and out of sight should be designated. 
The host may select certain people to be 
responsible for placing hunters on 
stands and delivering cold beverages for 
hunters during a mid-shoot lull . 

All hunters must meet at a set time 
before they enter the field for a 
sermonette on the do's and don't' s of 
dove shoots . 

A small group of experienced 
shooters who hunt together regularly 
year to year and have thoroughly 
assimilated the rules need only 
minimal instruction, but any initiates 
should be thoroughly indoctrinat~d 
with the etiquette of the shoot. Hunters 
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Dove hunting must be accom
plished in a sportsmanlike 
manner, with courtesy toward 
other hunters and in a way which 
does not abridge another's rights. 

who disobey the following instructions 
should be asked to leave the field and 
excluded from the next shoot. 

If given the chance to select your own 
shooting stand, set up shop at a 
respectable distance, say 60 to 75 yards , 
from the hunters on either side of you. 
Don't just plop down under the gun of 
some shooter on a hotspot. It's really 
best for a dove shoot host to put hunters 
in position . Sometimes there will be a 
drawing for designated stands that are 
hot corners every season. 

Have a prearranged signal-whistle 
or sing out "Mark!" -with nearby 
hunters to alert them to birds 
barnstorming in from their blind side. 
They'll do t;he same for you. 

Help the hunter next to you locate his 
downed doves . Often you are in a better 
position to mark a fall than he is. He 
should return the favor. 

Long, hot hours on the dove field, 
especially if the shooting is slow, can 
make other types of birds start to 

resemble the mourning dove. Don't 
shoot them; it's against the law. Being 
an astute bird-watcher will help you at 
such times to identify dove look-alikes 
such as sparrow hawks, night hawks, 
yellow-billed cuckoos (raincrows), 
loggerhead shrikes (pole shrikes) , 
killdeer and swallows . 

Some dove hunters are up and down, 
always fidgeting, and wonder why no 
doves are beelining for them. Birds will 
buzz you if you're motionless in drab or 
camouflage clothes and have a bush or 
small tree to break your outline. A few 
corn stalks, some tall grass or branches 
will often do the trick. 

A low-flying, wounded dove that's 
about to knock your hat off is a terrible 
temptation to shoot. Low-angle shots at 
ground-skimming birds may sting or 
even blind a hunter in the line of fire. 
Shout "Don' t shoot! Low bird!" and let 
this one get away unless you can shoot 
at a high angle overhead or as the 
wounded dove lights in a tall tree. 

When the first big flight of doves 
enters a field, let them pass instead of 
scaring them off by shooting as they 
approach. Everyone's chance for a shot 
is better once the birds are within the 
perimeter of hunters. 

A good double-barrel, some low-brass 
shotshells and a light camouflage hunt
ing vest are the trappings of the dove 
hunter, and doves are just part of the 
larger reward of being outdoors. 
-Photograph by Art Carter 

Taylor Smith of Columbia swings onto a 
high-angle dove as his black Lab Sidney 
watches. His use of a steady retriever 
and th~ greens of early fall camouflage 
maximize his chances for a successful 
day of dove shooting. 
-Photograph by Art Carter 
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Long, hot hours on the dove field, 
especially if the shooting is slow, 
can make other types of birds start 
to resemble the mourning dove. 

Don't shoot them; it's against 
the law. 
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After an afternoon of dove shooting, 
Bubba Wells of Manning and his golden 
retriever Dusty head back to the pickup 
for the trip home. 
- Photograph by Ted Borg 

Never leave a private dove hunt 
without going out of your way to 
thank the host. 

If an approaching dove is too high to 
shoot but is flying toward another 
hunter, forget about taking the 
odds-long shot for effect. It' s a base 
fellow who heads off birds speeding for 
another 's stand. Long shots cripple 
doves you'll never recover, frighten 
birds from coming closer and waste 
expensive ammunition. 

Don' t claim fallen birds unless you're 
sure they're yours . Hunters usually 
know if they actually hit a bird. 

It does no good to be a great wing 
shot if you can't put the bird in your 
hand. Pinpoint the fall of each bird you 
hit and go to him promptly. If he's not 
where you expected, put your 
handkerchief on a bush and search in 
ever-increasing circles around it. If you 
must cross a ditch, hedgerow or fence 
before reaching your dove, leave 
something visible on your stand as a 
point of reference. Some briar patches 
and bean fields hide birds so well that 
the only solution may be to carry along 
an able retriever or pick your shots so 
the birds fall in the open. 

If you've had steady, quick action all 
afternoon and are near your limit, 
consider any fellow hunters who have 
experienced a dove doldrum so far. 
Fight that game greed and offer to trade 
stands with him. Maybe he'll do the 
same for you one day. 

Never leave a private dove hunt 
without going out of your way to thank 
the host. Even better, thank him by 
using a shotgun plugged to hold not 
more than three shells including the one 
in the chamber, by taking the legal limit 
of 12 birds and by picking up your 
shotshell hulls and soft drink cans . 

Some people have the resources to 
put on the dog at dove shoots. A lunch 
of sandwiches and lemonade may be 
served just before shooting time. After 

the hunt is over, a feast of 
home-prepared pork or chicken 
barbecue, catfish stew or chicken pileau 
with all the fixings may be in order. 
Such festivities take much planning, 
but even less lavish shoots demand a 
great deal of preparation. Planting a 
good field is, in itself, a costly, 
time-consuming job. 

An invitation to a first-class private 
dove shoot should not be taken lightly. 
Don't insult your host by bringing 
uninvited guests such as your 
girlfriend's little brother or other 
relatives and friends . Repaying the 
invitation might seem difficult if you 
aren' t able to reciprocate with hunts on 
your field . The gift to the hunt host and 
hostess of a bottle of wine or liquor, a 
country ham, a smoked turkey or a 
weekend at your vacation cottage are 
some suggestions. 

Taking your retriever on a dove shoot 
can be a joy or a joke. Be sure he is 
controllable and trained on doves prior 
to his debut. Some dogs will refuse to 
fetch doves because the many loose 
feathers stick in their mouths. Your dog 
should sit with you and retrieve only on 
command. 

Hunting etiquette is enforced more 
easily within the limits of a private dove 
hunt. But the true sportsman also 
carries his manners onto the public or 
pay fields . On these occasions, tolerance 
of the inexperienced and a good 
example usually pay greater dividends 
than criticizing a stranger for his every 
infraction. Spot a few birds for your 
neighbors and make friends . 

Good etiquette may not bring you 
one bird closer to your dove limit than 
you were last season. You'll bring more 
enjoyment home, however, and bag a 
great deal more enthusiasm and 
invitations for future days afield. 
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Recipes with that 
CHARLESfON 

FLAVOR 

II 
by Ben McC. Moise 

II 
Balmy sea breezes, cobbkd streets and 
secluded private gardens shape the 
subtk, sumptuous pace of the "Holy 
City," whik offshore waters and tidal 
creeks provide fresh, abundant fare. 
The citys unhurried lifestyle 
contributes to the Charlestonians 
regard for food as the perfect excuse 
for a social gathering. 

henever the topics of Charleston 
and food surface in a gathering, 
there are certain to be many 

opinions on both subjects. When you 
combine the topics into a discourse on 
Charleston cooking, the pot lids and ladles 
may fly as fast and thick as the opinions. 

How would you describe a typical 
Charleston dish? What distinctive flavors 
and smells would you catch wafting from 
ovens and stove tops? What are the colors 
and textures of the various ingredients and 
how do they go together to make this or 
that concoction "Charlestonian ? " 
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In Charleston cooking, you can view the 
results of an attitude that breezes 
contagiously through the seaport 
atmosphere. Charlestonians regard food as 
the centerpiece of a social gathering; it 's 
always served with a good time in mind. 
After centuries as the South 's center of 
wealth and culture, the city has 
accumulated the culinary techniques of 
English, French, West Indian and African 
cultures. Charlestonians draw from all these 
cultures and others to satisfy their hearty 
appetites for simple but elegant fun 

The city 's recipes are probably as 
varied as her architecture. And just as 
Charlestonians reserve a special affection for 
their 18th-century buildings, they similarly 
have a high regard for their seafood, which 
is fresh and abundant in great variety 
year-round. 

Perhaps the pleasure Charlestonians 
derive from the cooking, serving and 
consumption of seafood is caused by its 
local availability Many delicacies can be 
gathered or caught in any of the 
meandering watercourses that shoulder the 
Charleston peninsula, from her busy harbor 
or from the broad marshes of blue-black 
pluff mud. 

!most everyone who has been in 
Charleston is familiar with the flami 
azaleas and plate-size camellias of 

her famous gardens, but few are as 
knowledgeable of its vast aquatic garden 
with its horizon of waving spartina grass as 
backdrop. These spartina marshes provide 
the borders for winding clam and oyster 
beds and serve as grazing meadows for the 
Atlantic blue crab. 

Properly raked and cultivated, these 
submerged beds yield a rich crop of highly 
prized single oysters and clams, ranging 
from the small littleneck to the cherrystone ..-r-• 
and the large chowder. 

Smug purists will quickly proclaim that 
the best way to eat oysters is raw on the half 
shell, freshly plucked from their briny beds. l...-""""--1.1""" 

They are probably right. But 
Charlestonians also delight in oysters as a 
pickled hors d 'oeuvre. The one 
disadvantage of this recipe is the virtual 
impossibility to fix enough of it. 

Shuck about three dozen fresh 
medium-size oysters and plunge them into 
three or four cups of rapidly boiling water. 
Remove the saucepan from the heat and let. 
them sit for about five minutes before 
draining oysters in a colander. Thinly slice 
one medium-size red onion and separate the 
slices into rings. Cut two red cayenne 
peppers in half lengthwise. Hatten and 
scrape out all the seeds and pulp. Cut the 
peppers into long thin slivers. Begin 
layering in a pint jar the oysters, the onions 
and the hot peppers along with about 
one-half tablespoon of whole peppercorns. 
Place a whole bay leaf about halfway up the 
jar. When the jar is full or as full as it is 
going to get, pour in a mixture of just over , 
one-half cup cider vinegar, one-half 
teaspoon salt and a dash or two of Tabasco. 

Hide the jar in the very back of your 
refrigerator for at least three days and get 
ready to pick some more oysters for another 
batch. The first jar is not going to last long. ::,,...., 

Pickled Oys 
Photogra phs by Art Ca 
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[E] or a spectacular and ambitious cocktail 
party centerpiece, try cold, whole, 
poached red snapper in aspic. A 

16-pound fresh snapper should serve from 
50 to 100 people. 

The preparation and service of such a 
large fish requires some special equipment 
or an inventive imagination. A submersible 
candy thermometer is absolutely essential. 
A large washtub or a roasting pan that can 
fit over two eyes on top of the stove is also 
needed. 

Carefully scale the fish and clean out all 
loose connective tissue in the abdominal 
cavity Remove the gills and the eyes. Brush 
the skin of the fish back from head toward 
tail. Stuff the head and abdominal cavity 
with loosely wadded aluminum foil to 
maintain a full shape. Completely wrap the 
fish in a fold of damp cheesecloth and lift it 
into the cooking container. 

Add water until the fish is covered by 
about one inch. For every quart of water, 
you may also add a cup of wine or cider 
vinegar. At this point, baste the cook with a 
little wine; you 're in for a long wait. 

Turn the stove on full force for the first 
45 minutes and bring the water up to 
around 160 degrees. Pay close attention to 
the temperature. For the second 45 
minutes, manipulate the burners to 
maintain temperature at around 160 
degrees. At the end of the second 
45-minute sequence, turn the heat 
completely off and let the pot stand 45 
minutes more. 

Carefully lift the fish from the liquid and 
place it on a large platter or board. Very 
gently remove the cheesecloth. Don 't be 
alarmed over any breaks in the skin. These 
will be covered later with the aspic. Chill 
and firm the fi sh by placing it in a 
refrigerator or a large cooler over ice. 
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The aspic consists of one cup vermouth 
or white wine into which is poured three 
envelopes unflavored gelatin and one 
tablespoon red food coloring. Pour the dry 
gelatin into the liquid at room temperature 
and stir it until it is completely dissolved. 
Heat it very gradually on a low heat. 

When the fish has thoroughly chilled, 
stick strips of wax paper underneath its 
outside edges and fill the eye cavity with a 
cherry tomato or a radish. Begin painting 
on the liquid red gelatin with a soft-bristled 
paint or pastry brush. Do not use a 
stiff-bristled basting brush. Thoroughly 
cover again and again in smooth, even 
strokes until all the aspic is gone. Reheat the 
pan of glaze mixture if it stiffens before you 
are through. 

With the point of a small paring knife, 
draw around the bottom edge of the fish to 
separate the excess gelatin and carefully pull 
out the wax paper. 

Begin tucking leaves of curly endive and 
parsley around the fish to give the 
appearance of its lying in a bed of lush 
greenery You may also tuck some greenery 
into the gill opening 

After an appropriate viewing time, cut a 
window through the skin atop the fish to 
expose the white meat underneath. Cut the 
desired outline deep enough to pierce the 
skin completely Lift up a tab of skin from 
one corner and peel the skin off. It should 
be easy to peel. 

The fish, as an hors d 'oeuvre, is very 
simple to serve. Your guests do it 
themselves. Have them each remove a small 
portion of meat with a cocktail fork and a 
small knife, put it on a bland cracker like a 
Bremmer wafer and top it with a dab of 
caviar dip. 

The caviar dip is made of a base of one 
cup each Hellman 's mayonnaise and firm 
sour cream. When these ingredients are 
thoroughly mixed, stir in two tablespoons 
of finely chopped onions, two finely 
chopped hard-boiled eggs, the juice of one 
fresh lime, one mashed clove of garlic and 
one-quarter teaspoon of finely ground 
white pepper. 

Refrigerate to firm mixture and blend the 
flavors. Just before serving, gently fold in 
about five or six heaping tablespoons of 
caviar. This rich dip also goes well with 
crisp raw vegetables or just with crackers. 

Alligator Pear and Shrimp Salad 

[8 irst concocted as a toothsome salad, 
another shrimp dish is being used more 
frequently as a light but showy summer 

luncheon entree. Two avocados (also called 
alligator pears) stuffed with shrimp will 
make a delectable meal for four. 

Cut two ripe but firm avocados in half 
and remove the pits. Carefully separate the 
skin by running a large tablespoon just under 
the skin surface. Hollow out the centers 
slightly to allow room for the shrimp 
stuffing and rub well with lemon 
juice to preserve color. Boil almost 
one pound of raw, headless, peeled, 
deveined shrimp ( two pounds 
of fresh shrimp will yield just over 
one pound shrimp when headed 
and picked) in lots of boiling 
water for about three minutes 
and pour into a colander to drain. 

Mix together one small can of 
drained pineapple rings which 
have been cut into small bits, one
half cup thinly sliced bell pepper, 
one-half cup stringed and thinly 
sliced celery,- two-thirds cup firm 
sour cream and one teaspoon onion 
salt Stir in the shrimp and refrigerate 30 to 
45 minutes to set flavors. 

Place the avocados in a nest of lettuce 
leaves. Mound the shrimp mixture over the 
hollow of the avocados and cover with a 
cup of shredded Swiss cheese. 
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enturing out on the ebb tide with ca 
net or seine and catching the small 
sweet creek shrimp is a favorite 

Lowcountry pastime. Properly prepared, 
they are an incomparable treat. A memorab 
Charleston breakfast menu features shrimp 
gravy over hominy alongside buttered toast 
with fig preserves, crisp bacon, slices of 
brilliant vine-ripened tomatoes and a pot 
full of steaming coffee. 

The hinge of this delightful meal is about 
one and a half to two pounds of small white 
or brown creek shrimp. 

Pick and devein them while still raw If 
freshly caught, head them and refrigerate 
for about one hour to make shelling a bit 
easier. Bring three cups of water to a rapid 
boil and add the shrimp Gently stir for 
about five minutes. Pour them into a 
colander, saving the liquid 

Heat about three or four tablespoons of 
bacon fat in a large frying pan. Add about 
two tablespoons of finely chopped onions 
and one-fourth teaspoon of ground 
black pepper After about two or three 

minutes, add two or three tablespoons o 
flour (a little more, if necessary) and 
stir around in the pan until all fat 
is absorbed and the mixture begins 
to turn brown. Pour on the liquid in 
which the shrimp was boiled and 
stir vigorously around the bottom of 

the pan. After two or three minutes, 
stir in the shrimp, lower the heat, 

cover and let simmer for four or five 
-minutes before serving over hominy 

It is said that, upon first sampling 
this dish, one spontaneously lowers the 
head in a moment of silent prayer 

Garleston Shrimp Breakfast 
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lK1] any Charlestonians pride themselves 
on their English heritage. One recipe 
which comes from this background 

involves oysters, a thick prime sirloin and 
sturgeon caviar. 

Cut a deep pocket into the side of the 
steak Rub the inside of the pocket with 
butter and a pinch of ground black pepper. 
Stuff the pocket with raw oysters. The 
number of oysters depends on their size. A 
good-sized steak should be able to hold 
anywhere from 18 to 24 medium to small 
oysters. Before you stuff them, though, pat 
the oysters dry on some paper towels. 
When the pocket is full, secure it with 
round wooden toothpicks 

Cook the steak over a charcoal fire or 
under an oven broiler for five minutes or so 
per side, depending on the thickness of the 
steak and the heat of the fire. 

When the steak is cooked, pour over it a 
rich sauce made by combining one 
tablespoon of finely chopped spring onion, 
one-half tablespoon each of tarragon and 
chervil, half a bay leaf and a pinch of salt 
and pepper on one-half cup each of cider 
vinegar and white wine. Boil all ingredients 
until they cook down to about two 
tablespoons of liquid Strain and set aside to 
cool for about five minutes. 

In another small pot, put three egg yolks 
into one tablespoon of warm water. 
Constantly and vigorously beat this mixture 
while very gradually warming on a low 
heat. 

As soon as the yolks show the first signs 
of thickening, slowly drip in two 
tablespoons of the reduced liquid while still 
vigorously beating. Whip in one to one and 
a half sticks of warm or melted butter. 
When the butter is thoroughly whipped in, 
add a squeeze of lemon wedge and a pinch 
of cayenne to accent the flavor. 

You are creating a variation of Bearnaise 
sauce that should yield slightly more than 
one cup. Keep the sauce slightly warm in a 
double boiler arrangement until just before 
the steak with oysters is to be served. 

If this is not already rich enough for your 
taste, add three heaping teaspoons of caviar 
as a garnish on top of the sauce. 

Alderman's Carpetbag and She-Crab Soup 

[1SJ] 
o literature on Charleston seafood 
would be complete without mention 
of she-crab soup, which is served 

everywhere in the city This concoction has 
probably been cooked, recooked and un
cooked more than any other Charleston food. 
When all of the methodology is thoroughly 
explored, it 's difficult to make a bad she-crab 
soup. There are people, however, who 
have been known to burn a tossed salad. 

You will need the meat from about 10 to 
12 crabs (one pound of white meat) and 
about four ounces of the hard orange crab 
roe. This roe is found in female or "sook" 
crabs in the late spring and summer. The 
orange roe is found on the inside of the 
female's shell. It should not be confused 
with the orange sponge of eggs on the 
outside of female undershells which are 
ready to deposit their larva; these are illegal 
to take. 

Some people substitute hen eggs for the 
crab roe, but their flavor really isn 't the 
same. 

Mince one small onion, one stringed 
stalk of celery and saute in a pan with 
one-half stick of sweet butter. Saute until 
the onions and celery are translucent. Then 
sprinkle one tablespoon of flour over them 
and stir. This light coating helps the 
vegetables float in the soup instead of sitting 
on the bottom of the bowl. 

Begin warming seven cups of milk and 
one pint of light cream in a double boiler. 
Pour the crab meat (not the roe) in the pan 
with the sauted vegetables and warm while 
stirring in four or five tablespoons of dry 
sherrY, one-half teaspoon mace, a pinch of 
salt and a pinch of ground white pepper and 
several healthy dollops of 'wooster ' sauce. 
When this mixture is warm, add it to the 
milk and cream in the double boiler and 
cook over an extremely low heat for just 
under an hour. 

If you like, more sherry may be added to 
the individual servings at this point as the 
hard roe is crumbled in the bottom of each 
soup bowl. Top-garnish each serving with 
chopped parsley or a light dusting of 
paprika. 

This recipe serves from four to 12 
depending on their appetites and the 
generosity of the cook 

[X] s you sample these interesting and 
tasty dishes, imagine graceful piazzas, 
azaleas, old brick and the fine 

tradition of hospitality that has permeated 
the state which grew out of Charleston. 

One warning, though-as you take 
your turn before the stove, with dip net and 
fishing pole in one hand and gravy ladle and 
spatula in the other-fresh Charleston 
seafood can become an addiction. 
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MORE CHARLESTON FIAVOR 
Seafood Quiche 

I cooked 9-inch pie crust 
I medium Vidalia onion, chopped 
I cup raw peeled shrimp 
¾ cup crab meat 
3 large fresh eggs 
I½ cups light cream (or milk) 
A dash each of salt, pepper 
¼ teaspoon mace 
Butter 

Saute' in butter the onion and shrimp 
until the shrimp are curled and pink and the 
onions translucent. 

Then pour in the crab meat and stir. Pour 
the mixture in the bottom of the pie crust. 

Beat together the eggs, cream, salt, 
pepper and mace. 

Pour the frothy mixture over the 
seafood Uberally dot the surface with 
butter. 

Bake in a 375-degree oven approximately 
30 minutes until nicely browned and very 
puffed 

Good hot or cold. A quiche will settle as 
it cools. Serves four. 

Mackml Stuffed with Olives 
Small, fresh, cleaned mackerel 
2 tablespoons finely chopped onion 
I can pitted black olives 
I can pitted green olives 
Salt & pepper 
Olive oil and butter 

Rub the cavity of each mackerel with 
butter and salt and pepper and stuff with as 
many green olive halves as it will 
comfortably hold, probably around 12 or 
14. Rub one-half stick of butter around on 
the bottom of the baking dish or pan and 
then put the fish in. 

Sprinkle the fish with salt and pepper and 
the onion. Spoon I½ tablespoons of olive 
oil over each fish . 

Smother the fish with the black olives 

and bake at around 350 degrees for around 
one-half hour. 

Baste the black olives and fish frequently 

Crab and Guinea Squash Casserole 
I pound of crab meat ( 8 or IO picked 
crabs) 

I large ripe eggplant, known also as a 
guinea squash 

5 or 6 vine-ripened tomatoes, 
skinned and diced 

3 large fresh eggs, well-beaten 
½ cup toasted bread crumbs 
Butter 
Pinch each of salt and pepper 
I teaspoon sugar 

Steam or boil the diced eggplant until 
tender. 

Drain and pour into a large buttered 
baking dish. Then pour in the crab meat. 

Mix the eggs, salt, pepper and sugar with 
the tomatoes and pour evenly over the crab 
meat. 

Cover the surface with the toasted bread 
crumbs and generously dot with butter. 

Set oven at 350 degrees and bake for 
around orfe half hour. 

Coquina Soup 
Coquina are the tiny rainbow-hued 

clams found along the beach. Their open 
butterfly shells are seen more frequently 
than the whole closed bivalve which lives 
just beneath the surface of the sand where 
washed by the waves. 

2 gallons thoroughly washed coquinas 
1 finely chopped onion 
2 cups white wine 
2½ cups heavy cream 
A pinch each salt and pepper 
Paprika 

Put one finely chopped onion in the 
bottom of a large kettle and add the 

coquina. Pour in one cup of water and the 
wine and bring to a boil and simmer for 
about 15 to 20 minutes until the tiny shells 
open and their juice blends with the wine. 

This should produce about one to one 
and a half quarts of broth. 

Carefully strain broth through several 
thicknesses of cheesecloth in a colander and 
then stir in the cream. 

Heat, but do not bring to a boil, and 
serve with a light top garnish of paprika 
Serves four blissfully 

Periwinkles 
Periwinkles are the black and brown 

snail-looking mollusks seen clinging to stalks 
of marsh grass or found leaving arabesque 
trails in the marsh mud. 

Cather a goodly number and thoroughly 
scrub the mud off the shells. 

Boil them in lightly salted water for 20 
minutes or until 'lid ' opens. Pick them out 
of their shells with a nut-pick or toothpick 
and dip them in either plain melted butter 
or dill or garlic butter. 

Fried Marinated Shrimp 
3 pounds raw peeled shrimp 
1 big red onion, finely chopped 
I healthy clove of garlic, mashed and 
chopped 

2 bell peppers, chopped 
4 large fresh eggs 
1 cup white wine 
Pinch each salt and pepper 
Tabasco (four nice dollops) 
Milk 

Thoroughly mix all the above except the 
milk and shrimp. Pour the mixture over the 
shrimp and add enough milk to cover and 
stir well. Refrigerate overnight. 

When ready for cooking, drain them and 
dredge in flour or light batter and deep-fat 
fry Serves six. 
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Down,with 
Fa11·p1QwiOg-
Up with . 
Small Game by Bmy McTeer 
Turning under crops immediately after harvest may be of little · 
benefit to the farmer, but crop wastes left in the field provide ritzy 
dining for quail, rabbits and other farm game. Fall plowing and 
other clean farming practices have caused our small game 
populations to plummet and wasted valuable fuel and 
hundreds of thousands of tons of rich topsoil each year. 
Small game animals, such as the bobwhite quail and cottontail 
rabbit, thrived in South Carolina from the 1900s through the 1940s. 
Small patchwork fields, brushy fencerows and field 
borders were numerous . These provided 
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ideal habitat for many species of game 
and nongame wildlife. 

These were happy years for those 
who enjoyed small game hunting. A 
casual hunt around the farm provided 
an abundance of game for the evening 
meal. But these years of plenty were 
short-lived. New agricultural methods 
took their toll on wildlife habitat and 
small game populations began to dwin
dle. 

As modern machinery became avail
able, small fields were combined to 
form vast ones . Hedgerows were re
moved and small wooded areas cleared. 
Clean farming became a way of life for 
most farmers and small game continued 
to decline. 

Advances in agricultural technology 
greatly increased agricultural produc
tion. In 1952, the average farmer pro
duced enough food for 16 people. By 
1978, this figure had jumped to 60 peo
ple. 

Even though clean farming, in many 
cases, has increased efficiency of opera-

Crop Residue as a Food 
Source for Bobwhite 
Quail 

WEEDSEEDS 

1974 1975-76 

tion, the added expense may not equal 
the profit gained from continuously 
clearing, planting and harvesting field 
borders, clearing fence and hedgerows 
and plowing after harvest in the fall. 
The fuel, fertilizer, seeds, herbicides, 
labor and equipment demanded by 
these clean farming practices and the 
increased loss of topsoil caused by these 
methods would likely offset the farmers' 
profits. 

Happily, the true facts about clean 
farming have been realized and 
methods more beneficial to the farmer 
and farm game are beginning to be 
used. Bobwhite quail, cottontail rabbit 
and other game and nongame animals 
may benefit greatly from suggestions 
made at a recent meeting of representa
tives of three South Carolina agencies. 

Last autumn was the first harvest to 
follow the settlement of a lengthy dis
agreement in farm management philos
ophies among farmers, conservationists 
and wildlife biologists over whether to 
leave crop residue in the field after har
vest as feed for game or to plow up the 
fields, turning under these crop re
mains . 

Until two years ago, members of the 
South Carolina Cooperative Extension 
Service, in the interest of row crop pro
duction, had encouraged farmers to 
turn under crop residue immediately 

Game such as quail depend 
greatly on crop wastes for 
food to carry them through 
the winter months. A study 
of quail taken from Missouri 
farmlands showed that in 
197 4 soybean wastes left in 
the fields were eaten by quail 
at almost twice the rate of any 
other foodstuffs. This per
centage dropped drastically as 
fall plowing increased in 197 5 
and 1976. Weedseeds, com 
and milo took first place in 75 
percent of the quail sampled 
as the birds were forced to 
disperse and seek a mixture 
of foodstuffs for survival. 
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after harvest to improve control of in- a, 
sects and disease. Biologists of the st 
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re- p, 
sources Department had advocated that la 
farmers refrain from fall plowing as yt 
long as possible to provide food for 
songbirds , quail , dove and other ir 
wildlife. The Soil Conservation Service g1 
had stated that a delay in fall plowing g1 
would also impede wind and water ero- ir 
sion in the fields . 

On September 12, 1977, representa- ir 
tives of the three state agencies finally tc 
sat down together and came up with a tE 
policy for crop residue management. 
They determined that insect pests of n 
corn and soybeans can best be con- C 
trolled if residue is turned under before 1, 
the last winter freeze . Late January or a, 
February is soon enough, they decided. u 

But if disease is a problem and rota- s, 
tion is impossible, crop residue should p 
be turned under soon after harvest. ti 
Disease can be controlled partially by sl 
turning under 90 percent of the field s, 
and leaving the residue in the remain- ti 
ing 10 percent around the field edge. 
Small game animals feed more on the o 
field edges, which can be plowed under h 
after most of the waste grain and weed y 
seeds have been utilized by animals. t 

Farmers, especially those growing c 
corn and soybeans, are advised to rotate a 
their crops at two- to three-year inter- c 
vals since rotation discourages diseases r 
peculiar to one crop . When crops are f, 
rotated each year, turning crops under " 
immediately after harvest provides lit- a 
tle, if any, benefit to the farmer. a 

In the past, farmers have plowed a 
under residue to control weeds . But be- c 
cause most weed seeds mature prior to 
harvest, plowing immediately after 
harvest is an ineffective method of con
trolling weeds. 

Not only does crop residue serve as 
fall and winter food for wildlife, but it 
also slows soil erosion. Gullies will form 
in barren fields and high winds will 
blow topsoil over a freshly plowed field . 
In a 1974 research project, Micky Heit
meyer, a student at the University of 
Missouri in Columbia, found that the 

Plowing the fields immediately 
after harvest uses up fuel, 
equipment and man hours 
and may directly contribute 
to the loss of over 21 tons of 
rich topsoil per acre each year. 
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average cropland field in the county 
studied was losing 21.4 tons of topsoil 
per acre each year. At that rate, he calcu
lated, all the topsoil would be gone in 45 
years. 

A .third advantage to leaving residue 
in the field is that, along with native 
grasses, they can be eaten by beef cattle, 
greatly reducing the cost of winter feed
ing. 

Landowners with questions concern
ing crop residue management were told 
to contact the appropriate agencies for 
technical assistance. 

This new policy for crop residue 
management is important to South 
Carolina, where farmers planted 
1,510,000 acres in soybeans and 640,000 
acres in corn in 1978. The plowing 
under of soybean and corn residue as a 
source of food for wildlife could be ex
pected to cause declines in the popula
tions of quail and rabbit across the 
state. Hunting results of recent years 
seem to verify a drop in these popula
tions. 

In Heitmeyer ' s study, he sampled the 
contents of quail crops, the pouches that 
hold food in the birds' throats . The first 
year, 1974, he found that 90 percent of 
the contents contained soybeans or 
corn. But in 1975 and 1976, the amount 
of waste grain in the crops dropped 
drastically, and weed seeds were the 
most popular item in the quail crop. He 
found a direct link between usage of 
waste grain and fall plowing. The 
amount of fall plowing doubled in the 
area studied in 1975 and 1976, and the 
amount of weed seeds in the crops in
creased accordingly. 

Three observations were made from 
Heitmeyer's research. First, a large 
amount of food was being turned under 
and the weed seeds did not supply the 
amount of protein that grain would 
have provided. Secondly, since weed 
seeds were more scattered than grain, 
quail had to travel longer to obtain 
enough food, thus increasing the mor
tality rate from predators, energy loss 
and exposure . Finally, hunters were also 
forced to travel farther to fill their bag 
from the widely dispersed concen
trations of birds. 

Allowing row crop stubble and 
spilled grain to stay in the field 
through out the winter is a major step 
toward satisfying small game needs. But 
farmers should be aware of other prac
tices that may benefit small game and 
cost little, if anything, in the way of 
production. 

One such practice is the establish
ment of transition zones, uncultivated 
borders between cropland and wood
land. Transition zones provide essential 
food and cover for small game. They 
should be a minimum of 15 feet wide. 
Such woodland borders may be rela
tively unproductive for row crops but 
are excellent when left for wildlife. 

Another method of encouraging farm 
game is the addition of cover or vegeta
tion that will provide protection for the 
animal near the field . A relatively nar
row fence row grown up in hon
eysuckle or grapevines is considered 
high quality cover. Usually, existing 
vegetation is adequate and the farmer 
needs only to protect it from fire , dis
king, mowing, over-grazing or other 
disturbances. 

A third aid to farm game develop
ment is the establishment and mainte
nance of the plants eaten by quail. Nat
urally occurring plants such as beggar
weed, partridge pea and ragweed can 
be maintained by proper burning and 
disking. The local Soil Conservation 
Service can provide applications for re
ceiving bicolor lespedeza, a quail food 
plant grown by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources Depart
ment. 

The wildlife department has recently 
created a program to assist landowners 
in small game management. For more 
information, write to: Small Game Pro
gram, South Carolina Wildlife and Ma
rine Resources Department, P. 0 . Box 
167, Columbia, S.C., 29202. 

As the transition zones, hedgerows 
and crop stubble return to the state's 
fields, farmers will realize a savings in 
operation costs, time and rich topsoil. 
Bobwhite's call will herald a less tangi
ble, but perhaps more enjoyable, bene
fit : the return of small game to the farm . 

Small game such as rabbits 
and quail and nongame 
species will once again become 
plentiful on the farm when 
hedgerows, brushy fence lines 
and crop residue are allowed 
to supply habitat and 
food supplies. 
Leonard Lee Rue 111 Photograph 
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Our son subscribed to South Carolina 
Wildlife as a gift to his dad years ago and 
we think it's one of the nicest things he 
has done, because we appreciate and 
enjoy "Biosphere" by John Culler; he is 
certainly a favorite of ours. 

All I can say is, those who aren't getting 
South Carolina Wildlife don't know what 
they are missing. The article Mr. Culler 
wrote about the Georgia rednecks was 
really something. Our son works for 
Union Carbide in Simpsonville, and he 
sent a copy of that to his friends in Col
umbus, Georgia. It went over real big 
down there, so you can see our devotion 
to your magazin€. 

Mrs. Mary W. Forrester 
Greenville 

I have been planningtowritetoyou for 
too long. 

I wanted to tell you how South 
Carolina Wildlife went over with our Au
stralian friends. As we were lucky 
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enough to be able to spend some time in 
south Australia, I wanted to take some 
down-to-earth reading material (but 
something worthwhile) so I came up 
with the idea to take two years of my 
South Carolina Wildlife. I don't think I 
could have come up with anything better. 
They have nothing like it and they have so 
many beautiful wild creatures that it's a 
shame. The most beautiful wild birds, I 
think, are the galah, the rufous fantail, 
the red-capped robins and rainbow 
lorikeets. And the noisiest were the 
kookaburras. One would not want to go 
to Australia if they could not see the kan
garoos, emus and koala bears in the wild. 
We were lucky enough to and, last but 

- not least, to fish in those beautiful green 
waters of the southern ocean . I was also 
lucky enough to get to fish not only from 
the jetty, but also from a boat. My luck 
wasn't good at all, but it was fun anyway. 
Their beaches are so rocky you can 't fish 
from shore. I never saw a person cast. 
They would just drop their line over
board. And, needless to say, all heads 
turned when I casted out way behind the 
boat. Having our beautiful beaches in 
North Carolina and South Carolina, I 
wouldn 't be much of fisherlady if I could 
not cast, right? 

Your South Carolina Wildlife is getting 
better with every copy and I don't miss a 
thing. Mrs. Claude Jennings 

Elizabeth City, N. C. 

I would like to extend a special thanks 
for the article by J. Whitfield Gibbons in 
the March-April issue, "Who's Watching 
The Snakes?". Having had a fascination 
for snakes all my life, this article was of 
great interest to me. Most of my boy
hood was spent rambling the woods of 
middle Georgia and my "snake educa
tion" was obtained more from firsthand 
experience and a few books from the 
library than through any formal training. 

Never will I forget the sleepless nights 
my mother spent after I accidentally let a 
large king snake get away from me in the 
house. It was never found and my 
mother was convinced that some night 
she would be wakened by that snake 
crawling across her body. I hope that I 
was finally forgiven . 

Though I have always regarded 
snake-haters more with amusement than 
malice, Mr. Gibbons has made me realize 
that continued destruction of snakes by 
any means will probably lead to extinc
tion of at least some of the species. Snake 
phobia is a contagious ailment and, 
though many of these people are too 

fearful to get close enough to an encoun
tered snake to kill it, there are many more 
who will go out of their way to kill any 
variety of snake. I have even witnessed 
someone continuing to chop a snake to 
pieces long after it was dead. There is 
something about this unreasonable 
phobia that I could never understand. 

I was able to raise my five children with 
a lot of exposure to wild areas and they 
grew up accepting the snakes as well as 
other wild creatures as something that 
belongs. What we need desperately for 
the conservation of all wildlife is a good, 
sane educational program beginning at 
the pre-school age. C. Carroll Watts 

Florence 

I am not renewing because I am ve
hemently opposed to sport hunting. Kill
ing should never be for fun, recreation, 
pleasure. Man is totally responsible for 
any over-population of any species, be
cause Fish & Game Departments "man
age" (manipulate is a better word) game 
to be sure there is an abundance for the 
hunter. Your magazine is fine, but too 
hunting-oriented. Mrs. J.C. Yarbrough 

Atlanta 

I enjoyed tremendously the articles in 
your January-February issue on print col
lecting and the one about the famous 
N.C. Wyeth. As you know, we have two 
or three originals by Wyeth in our art 
collection here in New Haven. 

You broke my heart when you failed 
to list the A.B. Frost portfolio, I believe a 
set of eight or ten, published by our 
mutual good friend Jim Rikhoff under 
the Winchester Press banner eight or 
nine years ago. 

The reproduction is as good as I have 
seen. Almost as good as Derrydale. And 
the portfolio was numbered as a limited 
edition of one thousand. 

Nonetheless, this is still a fan letter. 
Your magazine looks better each year. 
Keep up the good work . John}. Nassif 

New Haven, Connecticut 

I could not help but note that, in your 
recent "Roundtable," biologists were 
warning that rabid raccoons present a 
greater danger than other wildlife be
cause the infected saliva carries a higher 
concentration of the virus. I feel confi
dent in what is meant. However, it 
would be helpful to be a little more 
technically specific as to why. 

In my youngster years, I held the im
pression that the playful raccoon was 
the cleanest of all creatures as evidenced 
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by the fact that it washed everything be
fore eating it. Later I was to learn, cor
rectly or not, that the reason behind this 
apparent act of cleanliness was not 
cleanliness, but because of a deficiency 
of saliva. In fact, it was held that the rac
coon had no salivary glands at all. Soak
ing (washing) in water was nature's an
swer lo the raccoon's problem of saliva 
deficiency. It would be helpful for the 
biologists to elaborate. I feel sure that 
those who enjoy reading wildlife would 
like to know the facts. WS. Weston Jr. 

Murrells Inlet 

I did not renew my subscription to 
your magazine, because I feel that it got 
to be more of an artist book than a 
wildlife magazine. Thank you but no 
thanks. Aaron Putnam 

Address unknown 

netting the catch, taking about 12 min
utes. What a battle it was! 

I really enjoy reading your magazine. 
David 0 . Edwards 

Moncks Corner 

I am writing in reference to the article 
about the white squirrel in Reader's 
Forum of the May-June 1979 edition of 
your fine magazine. 

The population of albino squirrels in 
Greenwood County has diminished 
slowly in past years, and Greenwood 
remains one of the few towns in 
America to have them. The section of 
town around Lander College has been 
one of the best places to see the white 
squirrel. After trying for some time, 
Thomas Landrum and I were fortunate 

I have seen several copies of South 
Carolina Wildlife, which is well pro
duced. But I find myself depressed for 
days after reading it because of the em
phasis on the glories of hunting. I do 
realize that populations of certain 
species are artificially increased so that 
hunters' murderous services are 
"needed" to keep them down. I also 
realize that hunters' license fees pay • 
salaries for Fish and Game Commissions 
and for habitat management to produce 
surplus game animals (often to the de
triment of nongame animals). 

For this reason, I do not wish to spoil a 
day by reading the magazine. I very 
much resent articles glorifying the 
leghold trap, which is, with good rea
son, banned here. 

Any article promoting hunting should 
be accompanied by an article by an op
ponent of blood sports. 

Should any decision be made to con
centrate the magazine's attention on the 
beauties of nature, the wonders of 
wildlife and instilling attitudes of rever
ence for life in young people, I shall be 
happy to reconsider my decision not to 
subscribe to South Carolina Wildlife at 
this time. Shirley McCrea/, Ph.D. 

Summerville 

I caught a 36-pound Arkansas blue cat
fish at the Diversion Canal that connects 
Lake Marion and Lake Moultrie in Cross, 
South Carolina. The fish hit at 10:15 
p.m., the night of June 9, 1979. 

I was fishing with 20-pound test line, 
one-ounce sinker, three-aught steel 
hook and cut shad herring as bait. 

My brother, Larry Edwards, assisted in 

to take the enclosed picture of the al
bino on the Lander campus. You may 
publish this print in your magazine for 
your readers' interest. 

Thank you for continued reading en-
joyment. Ned Johnson 

Ninety Six 

I enjoyed your March-April issue with 
the article on A. R. Huger Smith. Her 
paintings are so unique. Do you know 
about the South Carolina painter from 
the 1800s, Katherine Middleton Huger? I 
have one of her paintings and also have 
some information on her background . 
She is from a well-known South Carolina 
family-the Middletons-and of course 
you know of the Hugers she married 
into. In fact, in M. Severens' article is 
mentioned A. Smith's grandmother, E. 
C. Middleton Huger Smith. The Middle
tons and Hugers were very closely in
terelated, weren 't they?!!! 

Katherine M. Huger was well known 

in her time and was widely exhibited, 
having been "written up" in Harper's 
Bazaar (then Bazar) during the 1800s. I 
would be interested in seeing an article 
about her sometime in the future. 

I enjoy your magazine. I teach 
watercolor in the Chattanooga area and 
some of my students are from South 
Carolina. I saw South Carolina Wildlife 
one day and had to subscribe. 

Mary B. Lynch 
Lookout Mountain, Tennessee 

In the recent May-June issue of your 
excellent magazine, I was attracted to 
the pertinent comments made by Gary 
D. Tucker of Greenville concerning your 
March-April article entitled "The. Market 
Hunter's Art. " 

In your editor 's note replying to Mr. 
Tucker, you stated that the Susquehanna 
Flats at the head of the Chesapeake had 
produced many fine carvers such as the 
famous Ward brothers. I beg to state that 
some of the better carvers or makers 
around the Flats during the market
gunning days included Scott Jackson, 
Sam Barnes, the famous Holly family, 
Bob McGaw, William Heverin, Ben Dye 
and Madison Mitchell , who is still living. 

The Ward brothers, Lem and Steve 
(Steve died three years ago), were born 
and lived their entire lives in Crisfield , a 
small town in Somerset County located 
over halfway down the bay and only ap
proximately 30 miles above the Virginia 
line. The famous Ward brothers, whose 
carvings are either in private collections 
or museums, are each valued from sev
eral hundred dollars to several 
thousand. These two artists had a style 
different and distinct from the makers in 
any other area along the Chesapeake 
Bay. Lem, now 83 years of age, would 
not appreciate it and would scold you 
heartily for being called a maker from 
the Susquehanna Flats . 

}. Lynwood Herrington Jr. 
Nashville, Tennessee 

From the skillet to the fire . You cor
rected the Susquehanna Flats problem 
without any trouble-and gently done, I 
may add-but you make the Ward bro
thers out to be Flats carvers. And they 
ain 't. They've always been headquar
tered in Crisfield, Maryland, which is 
just an hour's drive from my home, and 
not all the way at the head of the bay 
where the Flats carvers worked. 

George Reiger 
Conservation Editor, Field & Stream 

Locustville, Virginia 
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Plan for Comfort on Early Doves by Mike Creel 

Opening day on a South Carolina 
dove shoot is usually accompanied 
by soaring temperatures and clouds 
of insects.Don't lessen your chances 
at bringing home the birds by failing 
to plan for the heat and bugs. 

Each fall , as opening day arrives, there 
is mad scrambling around the dove 
hunter's home. Shells, hunting stool , 
lightweight jacket and hat must be lo
cated and assembled before the hunt. 

Where did you put that old canteen? 
It's going to be hot today. Legal shooting 
time starts at noon and it's almost 11 a.m. 
now. 

By 11 :30 you 're out the door with a 
pile of gear in your arms. From the win
d your spouse waves goodbye and 
sighs her relief as you back the car down 
the drive and tear off toward the field. At 
11: 35 you screech back into the yard to 
pick up the box of shells left on the 
kitchen counter when you stopped to 
stuff the two apples and jelly sandwich 
into your pocket. Then back out the 
door and off again to the shoot. 

Approaching the field, you realize 
from the sound of an occasional shot 
that the best stands are already taken . 
You cuss and swat a mosquito while 
fumbling in the brush for a straight stick 
to replace the gun plug left somewhere 
on your closet shelf. "Lord, it's gonna be 
a hot afternoon. " 

Don 't pretend this hasn't happened to 
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you. It's happened at one time or an
other to every hunter who ever took a 
stand on a dove field. But a little prehunt 
planning and some thoughtful selection 
of gear can make the difference be
tween the scene described above and 
an enjoyable day afield for early season 
doves. 

A folding stool of drab camouflage 
cloth should come first on the list. Stools 
that feature an insulated pocket for a 
cold drink and sandwiches are even bet
ter. Lacking such a device, a drab
colored canvas bag with shoulder strap 
will do for toting food , extra shells and 
such. There may even be space for a 
small insulated pouch with chemical ice, 
but keep your load as light as possible. 

Your gear bag or stool should also 
contain some spray-on tick and chigger 
repellent, sunshield cream, a sheath or 
pocketknife, toilet paper or facial tissue, 
a small towel, wet-wash packets, a paper 
bag to keep ants off your birds, a small 
canteen for water, salt tablets and possi
bly a snakebite kit. 

At your vehicle you need a cardboard 
box for dressing out doves, a trash bag 
for remains (to be at home), poultry 
shears to clean your doves efficiently, 
plastic freezer bags and twist ties for the 
cleaned birds, extra water, a plastic bowl 
and an ice chest with ice to cool the 
freezer-ready birds as quickly as possi
ble . 

Head gear should start with a wide 
brim camouflage hat (preferably with 
netting in the crown) to protect against 
the sun and lend some camouflage to 
the head and face. A pair of lightly tinted 
gray or green sunglasses or shooting 
glasses will protect your eyes from glare 
and stray shot. 

Dress light for hot weather hunts, pre
ferably in tropical-weight khaki . A jacket 
of camouflage netting over a short
sleeved shirt is a good choice . You can 
purchase a net jacket or make a simple 
carry-along poncho by sewing some 
camouflage netting into the shape of a 
knee-length sack and cutting holes in it 
for your arms and head. 

During early season dove hunting, 
take special care not to get overheated. 
Stay in the shade during the heat of the 

day and carry a good supply of cool 
water and salt tablets. Being just a little 
careful can keep you from having a 
heatstroke. 

While shooting doves, try to stay in 
the shade as much as possible but be 
able to see out and have at least a 180-
degree swing without limbs or weeds in 
your way. If your stand is in the open 
field , sit next to clumps of tall grass or 
bushes. 

Snakes and insects often present an
other hazard during warm weather hunt
ing. The reptiles occasionally sun in the 
thick cover at the edge of a field while 
you concentrate on knocking down and 
retrieving a dove or two. Watch where 
you walk and sit. 

If you 're hunting an area known for 
snakes, a pair of tall leather boots or 
snake guards may ease your mind, but 
most hunters choose comfortable foot
wear that is not overly constrictive or 
heat-producing. 

Let your hunting pants hang loosely 
outside your boots and don't forget in
sect repellent. Spray a good dose 
around the area where pants meet 
boots, around your belt area and your 
arms or wrists where your shirt or jacket 
sleeves stop. 

If you 're shooting a new shotgun, take 
time a day or so before the hunt to tack 
up a section of newsprint on a good 
backstop. Step off 40 paces and fire at 
the center of the paper. If the pellets 
cover the paper without gaps that a dove 
could get through , the gun should do 
well for wing shooting. 

If you're hunting with a retriever, don't 
neglect his conditioning before the sea
son opens. Cut back slightly on his food 
rationing and try to work him a few 
minutes daily during the month before 
opening day. On the shoot, remember 
to take a small cup or bowl and some 
extra water for the dog. Never allow him 
to drink ice water while in the field. 

What may sound like a great deal of 
preparation takes only a few minutes of 
time. You 're ready to enjoy the early 
hunts and chuckle at the poor guy who 
bungles late into the field . But before 
you settle down to enjoy his plight, did 
you buy a license and plug that gun? 

: ' ' , . 
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Born in Memphis, Tennessee, in 1880, 
Nash Buckingham excelled as an athkte, 
sportsman, conseroatiunist and au!hor. 

I 
Throughout his life, he served on many 
state and federal agencies and private 
groups prorrwting hunting and conserva-p ay tum. Authur '!/four books, Buckingham 
also wrote many artides and short stories 

H for magazines like &ribners, Field & 

Ouse Stream, Sportsman, American For
ests and American Field At the time ef 

- his death in 1971, he was acclaimed as one 
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ef our countrys foremost outdnor writers. 
This stnry, takn from his book "De 

Shootinest Gent'man," is very different 
from the usual hunting 

article. Buckinghams love 
for the land and its peopk 

merge wiJh his experiences 
as a sergeant in the 

1st Tennessee Infantry 
during World War I 
to capture the essence 

ef the Old Soulhs 
staunch sense 

ef honor, 
I 

" p . , . 

dignity and pride wmk subtly 1.eading us to 
an ending which dramatically shows the 
futik waste and betrayal ef war. 

C ousin Charlie and I had fig
ured to tum the hunt home
ward. Quite a piece 1.t was, 
too, across those hardwood 

ridges, pine domes and sedged hollows 
that made a skyline for Big Hatchie Ba
sin. Leo and Tom Cotton wert? off on 
cast. We trudged across the furrowed 
aisles of a rustling com patch and found 
them staunchly on birds, just where a 
curlycue broom's end of weeds plaited 
in among thinning stalks. 

Leo was strictly in character, head and 
plume aloft, dog aristocracy poised and 
posed. Brawny, lumbering pointer Tom, 
having evidently swung offhill a trifle 
late, was bowed into an upstanding 
study in pop-eyed liver and white. 
Since that good day, more than half a 
century agone, the memories of those 
two valiant comrades and that particular 
happening have never left me. Their 
like comes about once in a lifetime, and 
perhaps rightly so. 

Leo belonged to the late Billy Joyner, 
and Tom Cotton to me. But in those 
brave days shooting interests were so 
unselfishly interlocked that dog sharing 
was an indissolubly companionate af
fair. Leo had handled prairie chickens 
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from the Texas Panhandle to the wild
rose hedges of Saskatchewan. Many a 
time he had stopped to stare at the dust 
trails of antelope. And fight? He and 
Tom Cotton met in many a sanguinary 
set-to at catchweight. But their issues, 
whatever they were, were never defi
nitely settled. Sometimes Tom took the 
count and limped pitifully for a few 
days. Again, it was Leo who licked gap
ing gashes in his burr-curdled hide. 
From kennel to bird field, in baggage 
car or buckboard, the air was electric 
with intoned mutters and snarled 
dares. Once thrown down on the job, 
however, and stretched out for a day's 
business, no more friendly, cooperative 
or loyal brace of comradely quail sleuths 
ever spoored an upland or fought tooth 
and toenail in common cause. 

Many a mob of snipe-snouted, 
shaggy mongrels have I seen surge forth 
and wolf down upon Leo and Tom. And 
just as often their frenzied yowls of im
pending mutilation would suddenly 
crescendo into notes of dismay as "our 
boys" met them more than halfway and 
filled the impromptu arena with whirl
ing, top-sided casualties. They had a 
way, too, of traveling meekly past some 
rural danger zone, one in front as skir
mishing decoy, the other lagging warily 
in support behind our horses. Out 
would bluster some chunky, coarse
pelted, churlish bully; fat, meaty tail 
awhirl and ruff abristle, cocked and 
primed to swarm all over the apparently 
shrinking and submissive stranger. 
Camouflage and ambush! Apparently 
from thin air, a very devil incarnate in 

,,,.,, dog hair would suddenly fasten upon 

. 
/ Shep's unprotected flanks, nosing for a 

...,,,_P,.,.., 'l. ' / rib-smashing roll-over and the deadly 
paw-hold. And sometimes it required --.a::~-.. . itit apologies and peace offerings of cash 

~]if,~ ~ ~::.. ...,._____ after such flurries. But, their day's hunt-
~~'----:-,. , ~ ~ - ing done, Leo and Tom immediately 

f, =· ~Ji.\ i ~ ,,: _ ~ , '.~ . ..:,v ~ ._____ <esumed their private feud. 

~@,fl •t', ~•i '..1 - . well, that'showwecameon 

j/l t\1' ((~~ rj~~lf y)~, f~j_ l f/ / ~ ~o::.t~a~~=r~~ul:/fee!t~ 
~ \ \ 11 with left-handed Cousin 

~\ Charley beside me . A segment of 
V I t'.I ~ tumble-down rail fence t'wixt us and 

y ~ the birds. And a sign, "No Hunting," 
~il~ ~[.} t . tacked to a nearby persimmon tree. 
~ i'(,. Funny how one remembers such 

things, but that was the setting. It had 
been an altogether gorgeous day. 

2;J 7 {/ Lunchtime almost before we realized it. 
c:JJ We found a sunny spot just off Fish Trap 

(l 



dam and lazed on the pine needles 
while we munched well-browned soda 
biscuits and lardy spareribs. The Big 
Hatchie is a rare study from the emi
nence of Fish Trap. It comes curving and 
slushing past an arrowheaded island, 
above where the darksome Sally Hole 
swamp juts its fist of cypress into the 
river bottoms among the hardwoods. 
Then it fans, as the light hits it, into a 
sheet of greenish-black enamel with a 
habit of switching to lumpy amber 
when heavy thunderstorms scour the 
scarred faces of the basin's red head
lands. 

But up and on our way again! It was 
ideal bird-finding time when we broke 
out atop the hogback and slanted down 
in search of our dogs. Our shooting 
coats were bulging toward completed 
quotas-much larger then than now. 
Another find or two meant finis. We 
paused in disturbed contemplation of 
that "No Hunting" sign. Cousin Char
ley grunted. "Got 'em sure as shootin', 
but that's jes' exactly what we kain't 
do-shoot." 

"Why," I questioned, balancing gin
gerly on a rotting rail and peering past 
him at Tom and Leo, sculptured against 
the dun swale, "how come we can't 
shoot?" 

"01' man Pomp Eddins' place-tha's 
how come-see that sign don't you? 
Well-he means it." 

"Who th' -who is Pomp Eddins? 
Must be hard-boiled." Cousin Charley 
clucked tongue into cheek mournfully. 
The situation was ruinous. "01' man 
Pomp Eddins," he explained gravely, "is 
one o' them kind o'l gent'mans it don't 
do no good t' fool with-that's all." 

"Bad actor?" 
"Well, naw, not exactly what we know 

as a bad actor, but if he gits in behin' 
you f' good cause, he'll jes' natcherly 
run you right on t' degredation-an' 
we're a long ways from home t' start 
runnin'." 

"Can't we ease around and drive 
those birds off his land?" 

"Might, but I guess we better not
ou'h folks an' Mister Pomp has always 
bin ve'y fren'ly-but I ain' presumin' 
nuthin' -they tell me folks that does 
don' hav' no luck." 

To the infinite consternation of Leo 
and Tom, Cousin Charley quietly 
flushed a luscious bevy that scattered 
enticingly on a hillside not far away. 
Cousin Charley as host-shooter was 
also using his wits and sense of propri
ety. "Now then," he grinned, "let's go to 

th' house an' as't his perm1ss10n to 
shoot a few birds on his property-I 
know him well enough t' do that-an' 
we ought to-anyhow-I hav' t' run 
poachers off my Ian' ev'y now an' then." 

We soon struck off up a winding 
road. "I know right where them birds 
lit," he remarked. I said I did, too. "I 
ain' seen Mist' Pomp in quite a spell," 
he went on. "Him an' Papa was in th' 
Confederate Army t'gether-th' ol' 
gent'man is mighty queer an' his health 
ain't none too good." Leo and Tom, 
sensing, as dogs have a way of doing, 
that the hunt had suddenly taken an 
odd turn, were at heel. Charley told me 
more of Mister Eddins as the red road 
circled uphill. Retired now, he used to 
keep a store in town-president of the 
bank once upon a time. Knew some of 
my kinfolks in the city. "If he lets us 
shoot we can get cleaned up all-fired 
quick," concluded Charley. 

The twists and turns of our way 
mounted higher among coniferous 
knobs. "Great folks, them Eddinses," 
puffed Charley, "th' Civil War 'bout 
cleaned them up-th' clan's seeded 
down t' ol' man Pomp; but he kep' 
things together-don't ow~ no man
an' had a sight o' cash money an' eight 
hunnerd acres-yep-daughter-in-law 
an' grandson-always bin' fine folks an' 
still are-them Eddinses." We walked 
out on top and into a clearing. Deeply 
set among holly and cedar squatted an 
antebellum, white-brick cottage. Its 
wide chimneys gave off squills of wood 
smoke into the keen sunshine. 

I twas young Mrs. Eddins who 
ushered us cordially into the 
cozy vastness of a low-ceilinged 
chamber filled with crowded 

bookshelves, hair sofas, armchairs and 
a grandfather clock that would have 
made a collector's acquisitive hair stand 
on end. She spoke gently to a tall, 
gray-haired, angular old gentleman 
who unwound from a deep rocker. 
"Daddy, here's some company comet' 
see you." 

Cousin Charley stepped forward. 
"Mist' Eddins, this is Charley Johnson, 
good afternoon, suh." 

"Yes," he acknowledged, bowing 
gravely, his direct, steely eyes measur
ing us both in rapid appraisal. "I know 
you well, Charley, but it's been some 
time since we met howsomever. Yo' 
folks all comin' along all right, I hope?" 

"Yes, suh, Mist' Pomp-uh-Mist' 

Cousin Charley 
grunted. 
"Got etn sure 
asshootin? 
but that's jes 
exactly what 
we kain't do-
shoot;' 
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Pomp-this-uh-this is-uh-Mist' 
Buckin'ham-from down in th' city
comes out bird huntin' with me once in 
awhile. Ou'h dogs got into a covey 
down yonder on th' brushy side o' yo' 
place, but we seen yo' posted sign an' 
come on up t'ast if you'd mind us 
shootin' a little if we run into another 
bunch on ou'h way home-we've 'bout 
got our limits an' we're headin' thata
way" 

Mister Pomp's deeply recessed eyes, 
'neath shaggy brows, swept me from 
head to foot. He slowly extended a 
leathery, toil-scarred hand. "Bucking
ham-is it?" 

"Yes, suh." 
"Gran'son o' ol' man Henry's?" 
I nodded. 
"He was from th' North-an' sided 

that way" 
"Yes, suh." 
"But his brother, yo' great-uncle 

Fred-he went out fust with Walker an' 
got set with th' Federals-crossed 
under a flag o' truce at midnight when 
his expired secon' day o' th' Battle o' 
Fredericksburg-an' reenlisted under 
Gin'l Lee-transferred later to th' 
Louisiana Wildcats-they blowed him 
up on th' Queen o' th' West." I listened 
in amazement. We had quickly gotten 
down to rock bottom on party plat
forms. A moment of hesitant recapitula
tion by Mister Pomp. 

"Which one o' ol' man Henry's boys 
is yo' Daddy?" 

"Miles!" And I said it proudly 
"Uummmm! in th' bank?" 
"Yes, suh." 
"Th' two younger boys-Gunn an' 

Hugh-in th' dry-foods business
they're yo' uncles, o' cose?" 

"Yes, suh." 
"Well, I didn' hav' no better friends 

than them boys -all o' them 
-back in th' hard-times panic 

o' ninety-three- they carried me 
-took care o' tne an' mine an' 
a lot o' others in these parts." 

His brilliant eyes turned 
r ~ .from piercing scrutiny 
~ · of me off through the 
window toward the basin's 

....-..::~- distant rim. A resur
gent sun poured over it. 

He quizzed rapidly. Another line of 
evidence must be established. He said: 
"Yo' wife's folks were th' ol' Cap'n 
Joneses, warn't they?" 

"Yes, suh." 
"Uuummmm-tho't I heard tell. 

Jones was my captain-fought all over 



his own land, too. Rich Yankees from 
up North own it all now-an' mighty 
fine folks they are, too, I'm told." He 
spat explosively into the fireplace. 

"If I rec'lect rightly, yo' wife's a 
gran'niece o' ol' man John Jarratt's, ain't 
she?" 

"Yes, suh." No use to elaborate. Best 
to stand hitched and come clean. 

"John an' me done some tall ridin' an' 
shootin' t'gether. We rode with Forrest. 
Once in awhile we had som' all-fired 
hard runnin' t' do-too." An aquiline 
nose wrinkled into a grim snicker at the 
recollection. Half-reverie apparently 
swept us from his thoughts. Then
"You boys take chairs, git warm. You're 
welcome t' shoot on my land whenever 
you choose-I'll jes' go along a piece 
with you-Iain' shot at a bird in fifteen 
years. John-John Yancey-aw-John 
Yancey." 

A rough-and-tumble specimen of 
shaver hardihood, with clear gray eyes 
and mop of tousled red hair, darted in 
from the hallway. The grandfather's 
eyes blazed with pride. "Say 'howdy' to 
th' gentlemen-say 'Howdy,' John 
Yancey-then run an' fetch Granpa's 
gun." 

With a whoop of joy the little fellow 
sprang away and soon returned lugging 
an old but beautiful muzzle-loading 
shotgun. It was in superb condition. 
Muzzles paper thin. Locks that sang like 
harp strings. Stock fit and balance that 
made shoulder-spot and eyes all one. 
With it was handed up belt, powder 
horn and shot pouch. I examined it av
idly. A genuine Manton. 

"Git yo' hat, John Yancey. You an' 
Granpa's goin' bird huntin'. I want you 
t' watch these good shots an' learn how 
t' hit 'em, boy-you'll be needin' some 
knowledge one o' these days." 

There was a method in Charley's 
madness as we retraced that quarter of a 
mile to the vicinity of our scattered 
bevy. They had moved around an or
chard's hem just outside some slash 
pine. Tom nailed them tightly. I believe 
to this good day he and Leo had an idea 
what was up. 

How I wish more of today's "sports" 
with magazine guns could have 
watched that old gentleman hustle his 
percussion Manton into action. In my 
own boyhood I had, of necessity, per
formed a like manual, but with nothing 
remotely comparable to his exhibition 
of rapid and orderly precision. Nipples 
capped, he stepped forward and to the 
left. Charley spun one victim from the 

rise. But old man Pomp Eddins laid 
down a bang-up right and left that 
served notice how he played the game. 
Congratulations over, we followed the 
singles across a gully and into a patch of 
low broom sedge where we found both 
Leo and Tom on individual points. 

"Do you boys mind," queried our 
host, "if I let this little chap try t' see kin 
he hit a quail on th' wing-he's shot a 
few rabbits an' some squirrels, 
settin' -but this'll be his first chance 
flyin' -an' over a dog?" He turned and 
smiled at the grandson. "Come on
boy." The Manton, recapped and ham
mers drawn, was thrust into the lad's 
eager hands. All must go well with 
Grandpa there to see it well done. Gun 
below the elbow, keen for contact with a 
long-awaited moment, John Yancey Ed
dins braced for his first rise. In every 
gunner's life, in every father's heart, 
there should be, at least, one such un
dying memory. 

"Walk on in-walk right on pas' th' 
dog-when th' bird gits up-take yo' 
time." Step by step the child obeyed 
leadership that held his every faith. 
"Both eyes open, John Yancey, pick yo' 
bird if there's mo' n' one-an' keep 
both eyes jes' on it." 

Singles began taking leave on every 
hand. I can still see that broth of a boy, 
stockinged legs and butternut knee 
pants spraddled into a resolute stance 
among the sedge clutter. Determined 
arms hefting the burled stock-a long 
pause as the child leveled and swung. 
B-0-0-0-m-b-o-o-o-m! A boy on his 
knees peering beneath a smoke-screen; 
an old man's shrill cry, "You got 'im, 
son, you got 'im." A race through the 
stems as youth and old age broke shot 
for the retrieve. Oh! The radiance on 
their faces. Pomp's aglow with pride, 
the boy's alight with the greatest thrill 
any possessor of game heritage trea
sures as no other in life. For the next 
half hour neither Charley nor I fired a 
shot. Then, borrowing the Manton, we 
took turns at finishing our limits with 
the tool of a vanished field gentility. 

Gulch bottoms were beginning 
to darken. Shadows thrust 
claws across the basin. The 

crest of a steep ridge split away 
cleanly, dropping almost a hundred feet 
sheer to the railway's gash. Behind Mis
ter Pomp, we followed a well-defined 
hump across the hump. It ended in a 
spacious alcove, swung like a dirt-

In every 
gunner's life, in 
every father's 
heart, there 
should be, at 
least, one such 
undying 
ntentory. 
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dauber's nest above the brink. I looked 
about me in wonder. Some grim busi
ness hereabouts. Pomp Eddins slac
kened pace and looked about him. "I 
thought maybe you'd like to see this 
place." He placed the Manton carefully 
aside and seated himself on a lichened 
boulder. "There was big doins' went on 
here-bloody doins' back in Shiloh 
times." Mister Pomp smiled reflectively. 
"I'll bet Charley ain't even been in this 
spot befo' in his life-y' see-from here 
this height commands th' railroad plum 
across't the' basin-from whur th' ol' 
M. and C. come outa th' fur gap." 
Somehow, he seemed to kindle and take 
a fresh grip on himself. He lapsed into 
the speech of ancient action; words of 
almost broad patois leaped from him. 
"This he'ah wuz an' ol' fo'te-1 hepp'd 
build it-look yonder at them timbered 
bastions still stickin' outa th' groun'." 

He glanced ruminatively at worn, an
gled earthworks and crumbling case
mate. Lethargic burrows in their aged 
blanket of peaceful silt and grasses. "We 
wuz dismounted an' ordered on detail t' 
mount two pieces-told t' hold this po
sition at any an' all cost. H'it warn't no 
easy job, young man, gittin' them guns 
so high. But h'it wuz wuth th' sweat an' 
labor." 

H is eyes snapped fire. He was 
back at work again. "We 
come in from behin.'.. aroun' 
yonderways-lak we com' 

awhile ago-with an infantry company 
in suppote fuh ambush." I visualized 
that scene. Gaunt, dog-tired gunners in 
ragged gray. Slobbery, lathered horses, 
sputtery whiplashes, straining traces, 
laborious heaving through steamy 
morass and unwaxed swamp. What a 

2 beehive of slapdash, slaughterous 
activity and toxic hate. A steady 

(¼;) voice continued. "I 'member 
\ .. ~1.fi,.,, how we stopped 'em th' fus' 

.. , ~"-.r" time-a supply train with guard -
we wuz hid out an' ready when their 
locomotive come th'u th' gap an' 

). pulled jes' onto th' trussle y' see down 
yonder." His eyes narrowed. "But we 

had it blocked with logs, they seen 'em 
jes' in time as they run outa th' curve. 
We let 'em get out an' start unloadin'. 
Then we cut that injin' t' ribbons
blowed h'it t' Hell-an' -Gone." He 
leaped to his feet and almost swarmed 
to a counterattack. "Ou'h boys swung 
ov'ah th' hill an' flanked 'em-som' 
tried t' make h'it away th'u yon valley." 



He chuckled. "But h'it warn't no 
use-we-we-had 'em-them hill
sides yonder wuz strewn with dead." 
He was telling it to High Heaven. "We 
sho' raised Cain in these parts f' mo' n 
two months-but finally th' Yanks com' 
in fo'ce with heavy guns an' shelled th' 
livin' hide offn' us-we-we-had t' 
abandon th' position an' fall back
damn it." 

I looked about me carefully. Through 
worn embrasures grinned two dummy 
cannons, fashioned from peeled pine 
logs painted black and mounted upon 
hewn wooden gun carriages. About 
them, in orderly stacks, were piles of 
round shot-mud balls. As I half
grasped all their significance, the flam
ing realism of this old man's passion 
and adoration gripped me. I saw sweat
ing, unshaven half-mad men lashing 
back on lanyards; blistering hands 
fumbling at red-hot gun muzzles; hell
and-damnation curses turning peaceful 
quail country into a sudden shambles of 
thudding smoothbores. Mister Pomp 
caught my look and smiled grimly. 
"This he'ah," he injected half-fancifully, 
"is what me an' John Yancey calls ou'h 
'Play House."' He dropped a comradely 
arm about his grandchild's shoulder. 
The child cuddled lovingly against him. 

"Y'see," he went on, a sort· of proud 
wistfulness creeping into his tone, 
"y'see, I had t' raise this child-me an' 
his ma-that is-we come t' this ol' 
fo'te when he wuz jes' er toddler
almos' a babe in m' arms-h'it com' t' 
me one day t' fix things up like you see 
'em he'ah-I jes' built it all in mem'ry o' 
them times-an' -an' -as John Yancey 
growed up, we jes' kep' comin' an ad
din' t' things." His jaw suddenly tight
ened. He spoke proudly. "Anyhow, this 
he'ah ain' no bad play house t' bring a 
boy up in." 

John Yancey spoke up softly. 
"Gran'pa, we hav' a lot o' fun he'ah
don'twe?" 

The old man turned to me. "I 
fought-we all o' us-fought," he cried 
passionately, "f' ou'h conception o' 
homes an' rights jes' like th' side saw 
theirs. My father fought in Mexico-I 
fought with Forrest-an' -an' -this 
chile's daddy-th' only son God Him
self could ever give me-was killed at 
San Juan Hill-he couldn' no mo' o' 
stayed at home when th' call come than 
John Jarratt coulda' hepped ridin' off 
with us boys." 

We shook hands and exchanged 
"good-byes" and "come agains." He 

said simply, "Tell all yo' folks y' met ol' 
man Pomp Eddins-yo' Daddy'll re
member me-an' -send me a bird-dog 
puppy sometime-I'll raise an' train 
him an' John Yancey t'gether-John's 
gittin' too big f' th' Play House any
how." So, leaving them to turn back 
across their darkening trail through the 
hills, Charley and I slid down a pre
cipitous path to the railroad ties and a 
starlit trek to home. 

F ifteen or twenty years is a 
long, long time. Again, how
ever, Cousin Charley and I 
munched cat-head biscuits 

and meaty hog ribs at Fish Trap dam. 
The bottomlands still challenged 
change, but it was there, however fur
tive. The drone of an airplane might 
impeach the years, or some distant, 
raucous motor change the face of things. 

"Charley," I asked, "what ever be
came of the old gentleman way back 
over yonder across the Tubba-Mister 
Eddins-who knew my folks an' let us 
hunt on his land-and-showed us his 
Rebel Play House-I sent him a pointer 
puppy-afterward?" 

"Daid," responded Charley, laconi
cally. "He lived t' be past eighty but he 
passed on aroun' Christmas time
didn' last long after th' Worl' War." 

"And the boy," I went on, "I suppose 
he turned out to be a bum bird hunter 
like us-and runs the old home place 
now?" 

"Yep," replied Charley, and some
thing in the way he spoke it made me 
look up. "There was sure one fine 
mighty fine, hones'-t'-God boy, too." 

"He's--?" 
"Yep!" Cousin Charley was a direct 

narrator. "They hadn' no sooner started 
talkin' war with Mexico, back in 'six
teen, but that John Yancey an' his 
gran'pa showed up in town with John's 
gripsack all packed. That youngster 
signed up an' went on out with th' Na
tional Guard-an' I mean he lef' out 
right then." I might have guessed as 
much. Cousin Charley gnawed at a rib's 
end and caught up with his story. 
"Then, y'know, come sho' nuff war
with Germany. By that time John Yancey 
had turned out t' be a natural-born 
soldier-his grandad damn near passed 
out, he was so proud when th' boy went 
to an officers' trainin' school an' come 
out with a commission. I never seen 
anyone quite so happy. Why-why
there wuz times he'd talk about h'it an' 

Hisjaw 
suddenly 
tightened. He 
spoke proudly. 
"Anyhow, this 
he'ah ain' no 
bad play house 
t' bring a boy 
upin!' 
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tears com' to his eyes. John Yancey's 
wuz a first unit overseas, too." 

Charley paused. Tossed a welcome 
shred of fat meat to a dog. The pair we 
were using were doing their best but 
they weren't Tom Cotton and Leo by a 
hell of a sight. "01' man Pomp Eddins 
come t' town a lot mo' in those days
wanted news 'bout th' war-an' that 
boy-mebbe. He'd sit aroun' in a big 
swivet till he got his mawnin Commer
cial Appeal off th' newsboy. Talked 'bout 
how he wish' d he coulda been along 
with John Yancey. Whut's mo' -that ol' 
man meant ev'y word he said. He'd say, 
"This he'ah makes fo' wars f' us 
Eddinses-fo' wars-an' th' Lord only 
knows how many mo'. John Yancey
he'll be comin' home befo' long
an' -an' marryin' up."' 

A flock of ducks suddenly dipped 
through the chute and whizzed across 
the spillway. Cousin Charley grabbed 
his gun and sorrowfully watched them 
dwindle into specks. The old codger 
loved to sneak mallards and jump them 
around bends. He went back to his 
story. 

"I happened t' be at th' sto' th' night 
th' telegraph operator brought up th' 
message 'bout John Yancey. Somebody 
jus' had t' ride out an' git th' news t' his 

,',y,' folks. So I run out in m' Fode. They'd 
'z: ~: done gone!' bed long ago. But ol' man 
.:.t,~'\_ Pomp he comet' th' do'h with a lamp in ,:t'-= Jr . one han' an' that ol' muzzle-loader 

:+. I\ o' hisn' in t'other. He seen h'it 
wuz me an' says-'why-com' 

in, Charles,' he says. 'Glad 
t' see you-my daughter'll be 
right down in a minute. Whut 

you got-a message fo' us 'bout 
John Yancey winnin' another 

&-&\. medal o' honor?' - says, 'How 
.' ,''~any Germans is that boy done 

kilt this time?" 
'"Bout that time his ma-Miz 

Eddins- come into th' hallway
I guess I musta looked-an' 

I sho' felt kinda queasy-maybe 
h'it wuz whut they call mother's 

~ :~ intuition-I don't know-guess 
,;_ .::- she jus' sorter suspicioned-you 

,,,; _ ·: know? All I could do wuz jes' hand 
_ ~.?> -~ her th' War Department's telegram-
"--::,_,.o~~ :,., you remember how they wuz' 

'- -~ . . ;,·*::,,_ ,,, ",_ ,~@ worded?" Chru:ley looked at _me, ,•. ":>=, · and remembenng, turned qmckly 
-:-.,.... -~ away. He hadn't meant to put it that 

way- good old scout! 
He clucked softly and sorrowfully. 

"Never s'long as I live, Buck, will I ever 
fergit th' look that com' over his ma's 

face. She handed Mister Pomp th' 
wire-but he didn' hav' his specs, so 
she had t' read it to him-an' -man
her voice wuz as steady as-as--" 
Charley clucked softly into his cheek. 
"Seemed at first lak Mist' Pomp couldn' 
understand. Then, all of a sudden 
lak' -it seemed t' com' t' him. I wuz 
lookin' t' see th' ol' gent'man bust 
out-but not a single tear com' hoppin' 
down his face. He warn't th' cryin' 
kind. Naw-he jes' sorta clutched out f' 
Miz Eddins-clasped her in his arms 
and sorta drawed himself up lak he wuz 
comin' t' attention-an' -an' half
listenin' f' sump'n. They both jes' stood 
there an' shivered. I tried t' say sump'n 
comfortin' lak-but th' ol' man inter
rupted me. 'I'm obliged t' you, Charles' 
he says, 'f' bringin' th' word-h'its sho' 
bad news,' he says, 'but,' he says, 'on 
th' other hand,' he says, 'John Yancey 
Eddins has won th' highes' an' mos' dis
tinguished honor that can befall a gal
lant soldier of Our Country'. When he 
drawed hisse'f up still straighter an' 
said 'Our Country' like he did-I 
cried." Charley wiped his greasy fin
gers on his stained and tattered hunting 
coat and turned to me again
reflectively. "Do you 'member whut an 
unreconstructed Confederate ol' man 
Pomp Eddins wuz? But in th' end he 
wuz sold jes' as strong on Uncle Sam." 
Charley had the threat of matters 
toward the knot. "'Bout that time," he 
concluded, "ol' man Pomp raised his 
face t'odes th' ceilin', an' his whole 
heart jes' seemed t' break out in one 
great cry. 'Aw-Gawd,' he says, 'You 
know,' he says, 'H'it ain't right!' Miz 
Eddins seen he wuz fixin' t' giv' down. 
She held him tighter in her arms an' 
says, soothing like, "There-there
Daddy,' she says. 'Th' Lord giveth an' 
th' Lord taketh away, blessed be th' 
name o' th' Lord.' Buck, there warn't 
one single tear evah com' t' ol' man 
Pomp's eyes. 'I know,' he wailed, 'I take 
it all back-Gawd-but-oh!' He says, 
'John Yancey's th' last one o' us-no mo' 
John Yancey-Oh! Christ!' he says. 'No 
mo' Eddinses fo' th' wars-no mo' Ed
dinses f' th' wars."' 

Illustrations by Craig Houston 

Reprinted by courtesy of Field & Stream 
magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N. Y 
This story also appeared in "De Shoo tin' est 
Gent'man and Other Hunting Tales" by 
Nash Buckingham, published 1961 by 
Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York. 



A BARGAIN FOR STATE HUNTERS 
A $5 Permit And A $6.25 License 
Buys 1.6 Million Acres 

funds, which translates into man. For the foreseeable fu
about 14 cents an acre for the ture, he said , hunters should 
more than 600,000 acres of na- have plenty of access and 
tional forestland in the pro- game management land on 
gram. which to hunt. 

The forest service spends This favorable situation will 
their share of the permit continue only as long as the 
money to improve wildlife hunters respect the land
habitat on the two U.S. Forests owner 's right and property, he 
in South Carolina. Some pri- cautioned. Damage to roads 
vate landowners, particularly and abuse of land by users of 
the larger timber companies, off-road vehicles is currently a 
also spend to improve wildlife problem on some areas. 
habitat that benefits the The key to maintaining this 
hunter. favorable situation is the atti-

Seventy percent of the per- tude of the individual. "The 
mit funds are used to lease hunter himself is of utmost 
land, a wildlife spokesman importance," said the wildlife 
pointed out, and that portion official. " If he chooses to litter. 
is divided among the cooperat- and otherwise abuse the 
ing land owners. The remain- privilege of hunting on these 
ing 30 percent is used adminis- lands, he may not only lose 
tratively to publish brochures, the privilege for himself but 
maps and signs. for other hunters as well. " 

Through their generosity, Hunters are reminded that 
the landowners-mostly cor- the landowner's permission is 
porate timber companies- required to enter any property 
gain the goodwill of the local not marked with the familiar 
public and provide a use and game management area signs. 
control of their lands perhaps Trespassing and vandalism 
not otherwise possible except have been a problem on some 
through the services of the areas adjacent to game lands, 
wildlife department. Hunting particularly in the Piedmont 
and game management is Region . 

Bob Sargent of Greenville overlooks a few o f the, many forest
land acres available to South Carolina hunters with licenses 

compatible _ with most timber A new trespass law promises 
management practices and the to improve the trespass situa
multiple-use concept is one tion , a wildlife law enforce
most large timber companies 
and land managers endorse. 

and permits. 

If the South Carolina hunter 
could sit high enough in his 
deer stand, he could look over 
about 1.6 million acres of for
estland available , in accor
dance with regulations and 
schedules, for his sporting 
pleasure. 

It's not a bad deal. In fact the 
hunter in this state has a land 
deal the likes of which you 've 
neveJ seen. For a permit cost
ing $5 annually and a license, 

Providing public access to 
South Carolina hunters have their land just makes good 
opportunities not matched public relations sense. 
since the turn of the century. Although some of the land-

The state wildlife depart- owners could get more money 
ment pays for the public's per acre from private hunt 
privilege to use this land for clubs, they choose to remain 
hunting. Last year, cooperating in the program. In recent 
timber companies received 23 years, however, a few have 
cents an acre from the state, a elected to lease their lands to 
bargain for hunters in any- private hunt clubs. 
body's book. This is not an immediate 

The U.S. Forest Service gets problem, according to one ID dt bl 
a flat 20 percent of the permit wildlife department spokes- ft0U0 a e 
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ment official said. It increases 

Trespass Law Now Stricter 
the penalties for trespassing to 
hunt or use in any way the 
property for utility purposes 
against the interests of the 
landowner. Not only does the 
law increase penalties, but it 
also sets minimum mandatory State wildlife department The law also provides for mum $500 fine and as much as 
penalties of second or "sub- law enforcement officials say minimum mandatory penalties $1,000 and six months in jail. 
sequent" offense. A trespasser they intend to use the new for second and third time of- Any repeated violation of 
could receive as much as a trespass law recently signed by fenders. the law within 10 years is con-
$1,000 fine and six months in Governor Richard W. Riley to For the first offense, the sidered a subsequent offense. 
jail for a third offense within 10, curb hunter trespass. convicted violator can get as Wildlife officials hope the 
years of the second. The law increased penalties much as $200 and 30 days. A new law will enable them to 

Meanwhile, there is plenty for trespassing to hunt, fish, second offense would bring a reduce hunter trespassing in 
of quality land available for cut timber, trap, net, or gather fine of not less than $100 but as areas where the department 
anyone who wishes to hunt, fruit, wild and cultivated flow- much as $200 and 30 days. For has been getting complaints 
although a problem now ers, shrubbery, straw, turf, third or subsequent offenses, from landowners during hunt-
seems to be the concentration vegetables or herbs. the violator will face a mini- ing seasons. 
of hunters into the same areas. 
One wildlife biologist ob-
served that if hunters would 
disperse into lesser hunted 
areas, the quality of hunting 
would improve for everyone. 

POLLUTED OYSTERS 
TRANSFERRED The future is bright for the 

South Carolina deer hunter. 
Expanding herds are providing 
more opportunity each year 

TO CLEAN PUBLIC GROUNDS 
and new areas in which to More than 8,000 bushels of behind the Isle of Palms. More 
hunt. Hunters who seek out oysters were recently trans- than 5,000 bushels were trans
·the areas where deer have planted from polluted waters ferred from Lighthouse Creek 
pioneered may benefit from , to Charleston County's two to the Folly River public 
this expanding situation. most heavily used public oys- ground. 

Hunters' pennies are provid- ter grounds. The Folly River transplanting 
ing a lot of hunting opportu- About 3,000 bushels were was the largest volume of pol
nity in South Carolina. But it moved from the cove behind luted oysters ever transferred 
wouldn 't be possible without Sullivan's Island to the Hamlin to a single public ground at 
the generous cooperation of Creek public oyster ground one time, according to a 
the many landowners with 
lands in the Game Manage
ment Area program, says the 
wildlife department official. 

Landowners with 10,000 
acres or more in the program . 
are : 

U.S. Forest Service 
Catawba Timber Company 
Champion International 

Corp. 
Crescent Land & Timber 
Westvaco Corporation 
International Paper Co. 
Continental Can, Augusta, 

Georgia 
Brunswick Pulp Land Co. 
Canal Industries, Chester 
S.C. Public Service Authority 
Continental Can, Garden 

City, Georgia 

wildlife department marine 
biologist. 

When polluted oysters are 
transferred to clean water, they 
normally cleanse themselves 
within two to three weeks. The 
transplanted oysters will be fit 
for human consumption in 
time for the September open 
ing of the shellfish season. 

U.S. Army Corps 
gineers, Clark Hill 

of En
Bateaux piled high with oysters are carried from Sullivan 's Island and Lighthouse Creek to two 
public grounds in Charleston, where cleaner waters will render them edible within weeks. 
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STATE DUCK 
CALLING 
CONTEST IS 
OCTOBER21 

Duck callers have a few 
weeks left to hone their call
ing skills before the 10th an
nual South Carolina Duck Call
ing Championship October 21 
at Mill Creek Park near 
Pinewood. 

Entry fee is $10 per caller, 
with a limit of 50 callers set by 
the contest organizers. The I The"ditch reed" is examined by Bob Joyner, biologist at the Yawkey Center near Georgetown. 
new state duck calling champ-
ion will receive a beautiful 

trophy,anexpense-paidtriF?to ALIEN PLANT ATTACKING 
the World Duck Calling 
Championship in Suttgart, Ar- COASTAL AREAS 
kansas, plus a Sneak boat and 
motor. South Carolina is faced with spoil site, leading some to be- ing mosquito problem on the 

Callers who place second the invasion of another alien lieve it was brought into the coast. 
and third will receive trophies plant, one that could be more state on Army equipment "You can't get mosquito 
and other prizes. damaging than the Brazilian transferred here from the Gulf control into an area of concen-

A contest for callers age 15 or elodea which threatens to Coast. trated phragmites," said 
younger will also be held and choke the waters of Santee- "There's no benefit from the Joyner. The insecticide cannot 
the winner will be named the Cooper. plant not provided by native penetrate the dense vegeta-
Youth Duck Calling Champion The new invader is called vegetation," Joyner said. "It tion to reach the mosquito 
for South Carolina. "ditch reed" or "feather grass," can close in and clog up a breeding area. 

Entry fee for the youth con- but its scientific name is marsh area so that desirable Jeff Fuller, Chief of Wildlife 
test will be $5, with entry lim- Phragmites communis and it is plants can't grow." and Freshwater Fisheries, said 
ited to 20 contestants. beginning to plague areas of Joyner said the weed grows the problem exists on depart-

Entry fees for both contests the state's coastline . in a dense vegetative mass and ment properties at Yawkey 
will include a lunch for the .J3ob Joyner, a biologist spreads quickly by runner sys- Center, Santee Reserve and 
contestants. Lunch may also stationed at the Tom Yawkey tern. Individual runners reach Bear Island, where treatment 
be purchased by spectators. Wildlife Center near George- 25 to 30 feet a year. He said the has begun . 

Competition will begin at 2 town, said the phragmites reed will fill in impoundments Joyner said the cost of 
p.m. problem is erupting in and drainage ditches, and it chemicals to treat a phrag-

The annual duck calling con- Georgetown. will even grow up through mites-clogged area is about 
test is sponsored by the South Ph rag mites is found asphalt. $30 an acre for a dry site and 
Carolina State Game and Fish worldwide, Joyner said, but it "It has totally taken over two $80 an acre for wet sites. That 
Association in cooperation was not growing along the spoil areas on the Waccamaw doesn't include the cost of ap
with the Clarendon County, coast of the mid-Atlantic River," he said . "At present plication, he said, which is 
Florence County, Sumter states. It did not exist in South there are estimated to be less usually done by helicopter in 
County and Richland County Carolina until about a dozen than 500 acres in the state that large marsh areas. 
Game and Fish Associations. years ago. are affected by phragmites, The wildlife department is 

Further information may be The first phragmites were but patches on the Yawkey working with other state and 
obtained by calling Jay discovered in South Carolina Centerdoubledinthelastyear federal agencies to develop a 
Reynolds in Orangeburg at by two University of South and a half to two years before statewide plan of control for 
534-7604; Frank Berry in Co- Carolina students who were treatment." this new alien weed. 
lumbia at 754-6809; Eddie doing a vascular plant study The reed completely takes Commissioner Drake Edens 
Cribb in Florence at 662-3652; at Baruch Institute near over an area and squeezes out noted, "We don't need to 
Woody Evans in Sumter at Georgetown. the native vegetation used for let another noxious plant get 
m-9532; and Jerry Robertson The reed was found at a wildlife habitat and food. It away from us in South 
in Manning at 435-8289. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers also contributes to an increas- Carolina." -PAT ROBERTSON 
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CULLER 
LEAVES 
S.C.FOR 
OUTDOOR 

level. He attracted a broader 
readership, believing that 
everyone should be con
cerned over the future of 
wildlife. 

While Culler is better 
known as editor, he was also 
director of the Information 
and Public Affairs Division of 
the department. Under his di
rection, this division, includ
ing the magazine, has greatly 
expanded its staff and 
budget. 

Currently, South Carolina 
Wildlife operates on a budget 
of about half a million dollars, 
almost all paid by subscrip
tion revenue . The magazine 
has a circulation of nearly 
85,000 paid subscribers, 
about 85 percent in South 
Carolina. 

LIFE In recent years, one of 
----------- the most popular features of 

John Culler,editor of South the magazine was"Biosphere;' 
Carolina Wildlife the past nine a humorous column written 
years, has accepted the by Culler. 

Wildlife Point System 
Now Effective 

A point system similar to the 
state highway department's 
program for traffic violations 
went into effect for wildlife vi
olations in July. The law, 
passed in 1977, assigns points 
which are awarded a violator 
upon conviction for various 
game and fish violations. 
Once a violator accumulates 18 
points, he or she loses hunting 
and fishing privileges for one 
year. 

Points are assigned on the 
seriousness of the offense. Re
sisting arrest, for example, car
ries the maximum 18 points 
while four points would be 
awarded anyone convicted of 
shooting migratory birds with 
an unplugged gun. 

Anyone breaking a suspen
sion of privileges will face 
further penalties that could in
clude as much as a $500 fine 
and 90 days in jail. 

GROUP BUYS 90 ACRES 
TO SAVE SWAMP 

editorship of Outdoor Life, a The magazine has recently 
national outdoor magazine increased to 76 pages and im-
in New York. proved the cover with a var- The Nature Conservancy, a The blackwater swamp con-

Culler is recognized for his nish and perfect binding. It is leading national non-profit tains about 40 miles of 
innovative and dynamic now published six times a conservation organization, has waterways, including the main 
spirit, his disregard for dis- year, bimonthly. purchased 90 acres of swamp stream and its many branches, 
tracting detail and adminis- During Culler's tbur as and high ground in Berkeley which are subject to frequent 
trative red tape and his South editor, the South Carolina County as an addition to the flooding. 
Georgian good humor. magazine won many awards. Francis Beidler Forest at Four The Garden Club qf South 

As e d i tor , he trans- Among them : Best state mag- Holes Swamp. The property Carolina, realizing the critical 
formed a traditional wildlife azineinthe American Associa- was purchased by The Con- need for action in the preser
magazine into the best of its tion for Conservation In- servancy from the Georgia- vation of such important natu• 
kind internationally. Not only formation, five times in the Pacific Corporation for only ral areas, has decided to help 
did the magazine improve past five years; the Gov- $15,000. raise funds for the purchase of 
dramaticallyduring his tenure ernor's Palmetto Citation of Located 35 miles northwest this property and has accepted 
but so did many state wildlife Excellence; the National of Charleston, between Har- the challenge to raise $15,000 
magazines which took it as Wildlife Federation 's com- leyville and Holly Hill, the to assist the Nature Conser
an example. munications special award (a Francis Beidler Forest and Four vancy in its latest acquisition in 

Wheri. Culler took over in first for a magazine); the state Holes Swamp is considered by the state. 
1970, he was handed a pre- wildlife federation's "Conser- many to be the last significant To date, $9,893 has been 
dominately black-and-white vationists of the Year " award remnant of the coastal plain contributed toward this effort. 
publication that resembled a (Culler was named the com- swamp forest and the original Anyone interested in assist
newspaper more than a mag- municator of the year by the old growth bald cypress forest, ing The Garden Club of South 
azine, had an unpaid circula- state federation in 1972); and once a common ecosystem in Carolina in this worthy en
tion of about 15,000,a budget numerous printing citations. the Southeast. deavor should make checks 
of less than $20,000, was Born in Macon, Georgia, in Lying east of the Francis Bei- payable to: The Nature Con
published only four times 1937, Culler worked as a dler Forest, this latest addition servancy, Post Office Box 5475, 
annually and had but two reporter on several dailies will provide vital management Columbia, S. C. 
people on its staff. in Georgia and Alabama. Be- access to the area. The domi- Donations should be ear-

Culler's magazine was one fore joining the South Caro- nant species found here are marked for the Four Holes 
of the first to step away from lina agency, he was an in- sweetgum, tupelo gum, white Swamp addition . 
the traditional game and fish formation officer with the oak, maple and poplar. A $10 contribution to this 
concept toward a broader Georgia Department of Nat- Many cypress seed Ii n gs project also makes the donor a 
view of wildlife and its con- ural Resources stationed in are also present on the member of The Nature Con-
servation on the state agency Savannah. tract. servancy. 
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1979 WI LD TUR KEY ST AM P Eid.ens 
Named 
Com1mission 
Chairman 

Drake Edens Jr. of Colum
bia, a three-year veteran of the 

1979 liurkey Stamp Chosen Sou~h Carolina Wildlife a~d 
Manne Resources Commis-
sion, has been appointed its 

Noted wildlife artist Ken prints (6½"x 9") has been pro- ,chairman by Gov. Richard W. 
Carlson's painting of two Mer- duced and is available through IRiley. Former chairman Harold 
riam's wild turkeys was chosen most w i Id Ii fe art dealers. E. Trask Sr. of Beaufort re
from127 entries to win the1979 Priorities established for this signed in July. 
Wild Turkey Stamp competition year's funds include research A Columbia businessman, 
recently held at the National grants totaling $5,000 to be Edens is active in the Republi
Wild Turkey Federation's con- presented to Auburn Univer- can Party on the state and na
test in Augusta, Georgia. sity and Texas A & M Univer- tional levels. He organized and 

Carlson's entry, entitled sity, production of 2,000 trap- served as first chairman to 
"Morning Roost," has been transfer boxes and for the first the National Advisory Board 
reproduced on the federa- construction phase of the na- for Sport Fisheries and Wild
tion 's fourth Wild Turkey tion's only Wild Turkey Re- life, U.S. Department of the 
Stamp, purchased voluntarily search Center. Interior. 
by conservationists, phi- The 1979 Wild Turkey Stamp Riley also appointed J. M. 
latelists and private collectors. is available while they last at $3 Pendarvis to serve the unex
Revenues from the stamp are per stamp, $30 per sheet. A pired term of former commis
used for education, restora- free stamp brochure is avail- sioner Jones Buchanan of 
tion and research. able by writing the National Greenwood, who resigned in 

In addition to the limited Wild Turkey Federation , June. 
stamp issue of 50,000, a signed Edgefield, South Carolina, Pendarvis, owner of seven 
and numbered edition of 29824. General Motors franchises, is a 

MAGAZINE AGAIN 
JUDGED BEST 

former member of the State 
Development Board and is on 
the national board of directors 
for the Boy Scouts of America. 

Dr;aike Edens Jr. 

}. M. Pendarvis 

The department had second 
place winners in still photog
raphy and public service an
nouncements. 

Les Line, editor of Audubon 
magazine, and John Madson, 

New Park Created 
At Caesar's Head 

a well-known outdoor writer, 

South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine was judged the best 
of the state wildlife magazines 
recently by the Association for 
Conservation Information. It is 
the fifth time the magazine 
has received the recognition in 
the past five years. 

Also judged best for quality 
in its category were the news 
program, television, publica
tions and environmental edu
cation. All are published or 
produced by the Information 
and Public Affairs Division of 
the South Carolina Wildlife 
and M a r i n e Re s o u r c e s 
Department. 

judged the magazine category Caesar's Head State Park, tive recreation pastimes, ac
for the association. Twenty- South Carolina's newest park, cording to a Department of 
three magazines were en - is situated in the mountains of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
tered. Michigan and Ne- Greenville and includes the spokesman. 
braska placed second and 1,200-acre Caesar's Head tract Immediate plans for the 
third . and the adjoining 3,600-acre new property include emer-

The Association for Conser- Jones Gap tract. gency renovations, already 
vation Information is an organ- Combined, the two tracts underway, and later will in
ization of wildlife agency pub- will provide a state park com- elude limited development for 
lie affairs units in the United plex embracing nearly 5,000 day use, such as hiking, 
States and Canada. acres for both passive and ac- backpacking and picnicking. 
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STATE RECORDS FOR FLATHEAD, BLUE CATS 
CHANGE FREQUENTLY OVER SUMMER 

South Carolina's two intro- twice for the flathead and four 
duced species of catfish, the times for the blue. 
flathead and blue, were pro- Saltwater records also 
viding plenty of action during changed with frequency dur
the summer. By mid-July, the ing the summer, but it was the 
records for these two large cat- summer for catfish and the 
fish had changed six times, turnover in the records could 

1. H. L. Tibbs of Smyrna, Ga., 
with 49-pound, 6-ounce flat
head caught May 3 from Lake 
Marion. 
2. Harmon Skinner of Augusta, 
Ga., with 51- pound, 4-ounce 
blue cat caught May 8 from the 
Diversion Canal. 
3. Billy Peaks of Columbia 
with 58- pound, 4-ounce flat
head caught from the Wateree 
River . 

..._ _________ __.7 

only be called a blitz. The blue 
catfish has probably had more 
records written for it than any 
species on the South Carolina 
books since it was introduced 
into state waters in the late 
1960s. 

Not all of the big ones were 
landed. Following a two and a 
half hour struggle and "proba
bly close to six miles" of drift
ing down the Diversion Canal, 
th ree wildlife department 
biologists were snubbed by a 

4. William Nobles of Newberry 
with 55-pound, 10-ounce blue 
catfish caught May 30 from 
the Diversion Canal. 

7. Billy Fergu son of Mount 
Pleasant and record 37- pound, 
2-ounce jack crevalle caught 

5. Charles Holmes of Clinton 
with 62-pound, 10-ounce blue cat 
caught from the Diversion Canal. 
6. Dr. Andrew Arnold (left) of 
Mount Pleasant with 708-
pound, 8-ounce wahoo, a 
possible world record, is con
gratulated by Charles Moore 
of the wildlife department. 
Watching is Arnold's fishing 
companion Gordon Grant. 
Moore said Arnold's May 26 
catch was one of the most 
significant of the year for 
saltwater fish. .__ _________ __.5 ..._ _________ __,6 from Charleston Harbor in June. 
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huge catfish in May. 
According to Miller White Ill 

of Moncks Corner, David 
Baumann Jr. of Bonneau 
hooked the fish , played it and 
got the beast to the boat only 
to have the six-foot rod he was 
wrestling break. The fish left, 
not to be seen again . 

White, a fishery biologist, 
said the fish was right at the 
boat where he and Bill Mahan 
of Bonneau were attempt
ing to gaff the catfish when 
Baumann's rod snapped. 

White said he estimated the 
weight of the fish at between 
60 and 70 pounds, at the time 
well over the existing state 
record . White's estimate could 
be considered valid since he's 
the biologist who has officially 
verified a number of the new 
catfish records. 

Later and anticlimatically, 
White caught a 25-pounder 
that he said was a little disap
pointing. 

Meanwhile, although the 
Santee-Cooper lakes seem to 
be providing all the catfish ac
tion , this may not always be 
the case. Fishery biologist Bill 
Williams of Abbeville has re
po rte d that a 60-pou nd 
flathead has been caught from 
Clark Hill Reservoir in the Up
country. 

Problem was the fish was 
caught on "a jug," a legal de
vice for catching nongame fish 
in Clark Hill which made the 
catch ineligible for the state 
records. Records are listed for 
sport catches only. 

Williams said the flatheads 
were put into Clark Hill in the 
early 1960s and they are i m
p roving as a fishery. Clark Hill 
is a good catfish lake, he 
added. 

It should be noted that the 
world record channel catfish 
was caught from Santee
Cooper. W. 8. Whaley landed 
the 58-pound fish in 1964. 

The records are chronicled 
in this Roundtable album. One 
record was not documented 
on film. On June 2, Harold Self 
of Summerville landed a 56-
pound, 8-ounce blue catfish 
caught from the Diversion 
Canal. 
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WE'VEGOT 
AGUIDE 
FORYOUR 
VACATION. 
In fact we've got three guides. 

The editors of SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE have chosen these 
Golden Field Identification Guides 
as the best available today. And just 
in time for your vacation! 

With this three volume set you can 
easily learn to identify species of 
North American birds, trees and 
seashells. Great for professionals 
and amateurs, the guides are both 
educational and entertaining. 

Accu rate illustrations show the 
colors and shapes of different 
species. And handy maps provide 
a general pictu re of where a species 
may be fou nd . The descriptive text 
is on pages facing the illustrations. 
So you don't have to scan through 
the book to match art and text. 

~ Use the order form on the opposite 
page and order yours today! 

All three for only $14.85 plus South 
Carolina sales tax. 

$14.85 th ree Golden Field Guides 
+.56 state sales tax. 

$15.41 total (shipping included) 



Binders to 
Protect Your 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE 

• magazines 
Binders are a great gift idea along 
with a gift subscription to SOUTH 
CAROLI NA WI LOLI FE. 0 u r custom 
brown leather-like binders are so 
handsome, you'll be proud to give it 
to anyone. The binder holds one 
year of the magazine and has 
easy-to-insert metal rods to secure 
each issue in place. 
Only $6 including postage and 
handling. Please use the enclosed 
order form . 

YOUR SPECIAL ORDER FORM 
I 

Please send me: __ copies of CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE at $19.95 each. 

Please send me: __ copies of A CAROLINA PROFILE at $15 .00 each. 

Please send me: __ binders at $6.00 each. 

Please send me: __ South Carolina Sporting Calendars at $6.95 each. 

Please send me: __ three volume sets of Golden Field Guides for trees, birds and 
seashells at $15.41 per set. This includes taxes, handling and 
postage. 

Please send me: __ T-shirts at $6.95 each or two at $13,f 0, Three (special discount) 
at $17.95 and four or more at $6.00 8fch. 
Color: Navy__ Lt. Blue__ Orange __ 
Red __ Tan __ 

Please state 1st and 2nd color choice. 
Sizes: S __ M __ L __ XL __ 

Name _______________________________ _ 

Address ------------------------------
City • State • Zip ___________________________ _ 

D Payment Enclosed 
D Bill to Master Charge ________________ _ 
D Bill to BACVISA _______________ _ 

For gift orders, please attach another sheet. 
Make checks payable to South Carolina Wildlife. 

South 
Carolina 
Wildlife 

Volume 26, Number 5 

Dedicated to the Conservation , 
Protection and Restoration of Our Wildlife, 

And to the Education of Our People 
to the Value of Our Natural Resources 

RICHARDW. RILEY 
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Who's that • 

the South Carolina Wildlife 
T-Shirt? 

You guessed it! That's South Carolina House 
Speaker Emeritus Solomon Blatt. 

As you can see, our 100 percent domestic cotton 
T-shirts look great on all wildlife supporters. You'll 
look great in one too. 

On the back is the South Carolina Wildlife logo. 
And you can get them in navy or light blue, tan, 

orange or red, as pictured above. 
So order yours today! They are $6.95 each. Please 

give your size: S, M, L, XL And also give 1st and 
2nd color choices. 

An order form is on the opposite page or you 
can send your order to Wildlife T-Shirts, P.O. Box 
167, Columbia, S.C., 29202. 






